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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Section l.

t. Scope

a. This manual contains information on the
installation, operation, theory, maintenance,

and repair of Teletypewriter Distributor-
Transmitters TT-1 22A,/FG and TT-L234/FG.
The information in this manual is applicable

to both equipments unless specific reference is

made io a given equipment.

b. Forward all comments on this publica-

tion directly to-Cornmanding Officer, U. S.

Army Signal Publications Agency, Fort Mon-
mouth, New Jersey.

GEN ERAL

2. Forms ond Records
a. Unsatisfactory Equipment Report. Fill

out and forward DA Form 468 (Unsatisfactory
Equipment Report) to Commanding Officer,
U. S. Army Signal Equipment Support Agency,
Fort Monmouth, N. J., as prescribed in AR
700-38.

b. Report of Damaged or Improper Ship-
ntent. tr'ill out and forward DD tr'orm 6 (Re-
port of Damaged or Improper Shipment) as
prescribed in AR 700-58 (Army) .

c. Preaentiue Muintenance Forms. Prepare
DA Form t1-252 (Maintenance Check List for
Signal Equipment, Teletypewriter) figs. 7 and
8), in accordance with instructions on the form.

Section ll. DESCRIPTION AND DATA

3. Purpose ond Use

a. Teletypewriter Distributor-Transmitters
TT-7224,/FG and TT-123A /FG (fig. 1) are
lightweight, motor-driven tape transmitters
that translate code perforations in 7/s-inch or
lj/t,-inch, paper tape into electrical impulses.

b. The TT-722A,/FG and TT-L23A/FG are
used in flxed station and mobile communication
centers to transmit start-stop, five-unit code
impulses to-

( 1) Teletypervriter receiving units over
direct-current (dc) wire lines (A,
fis. 2).

(2) Carrier or radio telegraph equipment
with or without Telegraph Terminal
TH-5/TG or other cont'erter equip-
ment (B, fig. 2).

4. Technicol Chorocteristics
The technical characteristics of the TT-

1224,/FG and TT-123A/FG are identical, ex-
cept for the type of motor and the power re-
quirements.

Type of installation--------------Mobile or fixed station.
Signaling code ---------7.42 start-stop five-unit.
Type of signals ---Neutral (20 or 60 ma).
Operating speed:

Operations-per-minute--368.1 and 600 opm.
Words-per-minute --------60 and 100 rvpm.

Motor:
Power requirements:

TT-LzzL/FG - - -115-w, 115-volt, 60-cps,
single-phase ac.

TT-123L/FG ----------,-----184-w, 105- to 125-volt,
50-60-cps, single-phase ac.

Speed (both models)----3,600 rpm (-r5 percent).
Type:

'tT-122A/FG - ----Synchrcnous.
TT-123A/FG -------Series-governed.



DISTRIBUTOR-
TRANSMITTER

TELETYPEWRITER
TT-1?24/FG

OR
TT.I23AIFG

Suppression of interference
with radio reception -------Does not interfere with

radio recePtion at fre-
quencies between .35 and

150 mc when located 1 ft
or more from the radio
antenna.

Safetyshielding--------Pointsatwhichpotentiais
of 30 volts or more exist
are shielded against ac'
cidental contact bY Per-
sonnel.

Surrounding temperature
limits:

Equipment in use---------32' F. (0" C', 1o 132" F'
(55.6' C.).

DC WIRE
LINE

A.otnecr wtRE LINE

VOICE FREOUENCY
SWITCHBOARD

CARRIER
OR RADIO

B. vr canntER oR RAolo EoUIPMENT

Figure 2. Tgpical application, block diogram'

Quantity

5. Components of TeletyPewriter Distrib-
- -utbt 

- Tronsmitteri 
- 

TT-122A/FG
ond TT-t 23A/FG

rM2277-2

Distributor-
transmitter

Worm. gear (600

opm)
Motor-driven gear

(600 opm)
TM tl-2277
Fuse (1.6 amp, TT-

123AlFG)
(1 &frp, TT-

L224./F'G)

Height
(in.)

Gshe

Va,

rBAt

DePtl't
(in.)

l0a/z

l,u+

2Yz

width
(in.)

96/*

2
D

Equipment in storage---80'
160'

Minimum barometric
pressure:

Operating -----16'88 in' mercury (equiva-

lent to 15,000-ft altitude).
In transportation -- ---- 5.5 in' mercury (equivalent

to 40,000-ft altitude).

other climatic conditions ---withstands high humidity
and moisture encountered
in the troPics; is fungi-
proofed and corrosion-
resistant.

Distortion tolerance in
transmitted signals -----------+5 percent max at 368'1

opm on dc line.

Totai weight ---..-----I7 lb, 3 oz.

4

5. Nomenctoture ond Common Nomes
The term distributor:tro'nsnxitter is the com-

mon name used in this manual for Teletype-
writer Distributor-Transmitter TT-122A/FG
and Teletypewriter Distributor-Transmitter
TT-123A /FG.

7. Description of Teletypewriter Distrib-
utoi - Tronsmitteri TT-122A'/FG
ond TT-t 23/ /FG

Each distributor-transmitter consists of a

tape transmitter, a motor' and a rectangular
base (fig. 6). A dust cover' secured to the

base frame by'three shoulder screws' covers

the motor and driving gears of the unit' A

TAGO 3?8OA

- -{nP

- .^fu

(-62.2" C.) to
(71.1" C.).

DISTRIBUTOR-
TRANSMITTER

TELETYPEWRITER
TT-I22AIFG

OR
TT.I23AlFG

TELETYPEWRITER
RECEIVER

(PAGE PRINTER
OR REPERFORATOR)

TELEGRAPH
TERMINAL
TH-5/TG



POWER switch is mounted on the front of the
base. A power cord, signal cord,'and two fuse
holders extend from the rear of the base.

8. Difference in Models

Distributor-
Transmitter,

Teletypewriter
TT-LzzA/FC

Motor type.
Guard on dust

cover.

Fuses.

Motor circuit
components.

S5rnchronous.
Not included.

Uses two l-amp
fuses.

See figure 45.

Series-governed.
Ineludes guard to

proteet target
wheel and gov-
ernor adjusting
worm shaft.

Uses two 1.6-amp
fuses.

See figure 46.

TAGO 3780A
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CHAPTER 2

INSTALLATION AND OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Note. The procedures described in sections I and II should be performed by or-

ganizational maintenance personnel'

Section l. SERVICE UPON

9. Unpocking
a. Packagi,ng Data (fig. 3). When packed

for shipment, each distributor-transmitter is
fastened to a wooden shipping base with four

machine screws and flat washers" The dis-

tributor-transmitter and wooden shipping base

are then placed on a 5,/16-inch fiberboard

cushion in a flberboard carton, 13 inches deep

by lLz/, inches wide by 8 inches high' Folded

.orruguted liners are inserted at both sides of

the distributor-transmitter and a corrugated

top liner is placed on top' The fiberboard

.u"ton is then closed and sealed with tape'

Two technical manuals, sealed in a vaporproof

bag, are taped to the top of the carton' Four

fiberboard cartons are then placed in a single

wooden shipping container 26s/+ inches long

by 24r/z inches deep by 9 inches high' The

wooden box cover is nailed securely to the box.

The shipping container occupies 4'3 cubic feet

and weighs approximately 100 pounds'

b. Remoai'ng Contents' Unpack each wooden

box by following the procedures outlined in

(1) through (6) beloW'

Caution: Be careful when unpacking the

equipment. Do not thrust tools into the in-

teriJr of the shipping container; this procedure

may damage the equiPment'

( 1) Remove the nails f rom the wooden

shiPping container and remove the

cover.

(2) Carefully lift the fiberboard cartons

from the wooden shipping container'

(3) Remove the technical manuals and

open the carton bY slitting the top

6

RECEIPT OF EQUIPMENT

along three edges; permit the fourth
edge to. act as a hinge'

(4) Remove the corrugated top liner and

folded corrugated end liners'

(5) Carefully lift the distributor-trans-
mitter and wooden shipping base out

of the fiberboard carton'

(6) Remove the machine screws and flat

washers that hold the 'equiPment to

bhe wooden shiPping base' Save the

wood.en shiPPing base, screws' and

washers.

(?) Remove the four rubber bumPers

from the enveloPe taPed to the dis-

tributor-transmitter and insert them

into the holes provided in the bottom

of the base frame'

I O. Checking UnPocked EquiPment

a. Check the condition of the equipment to

makeSureithasnotbeendamagedduring
shipment. Check the dust cover for dents'

cracks, or other damage which would indicate

rough handling.

b. Check the equipment against the master

packing list to make sure that all component

parts and spare parts are present and in good

condition. If no packing list accompanies the

equipment, the table of components (par' 5)

may be used as a general checklist'

c. If the equipment does not check with the

packing lists, or jf any damage is noted' fill out

and forward DD Form 6 according to in-

structions in Paragraph 2'

TAGO 3?8OA
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Section ll. INSTALLATION

I l. Mounting
a. Place the distributor-transmitter on a

shelf or table convenient to the signal line
terminating iack and arr ac voltage source.

b. Use the wooden shipping base (par. 9b)

as a template and mark the top surface of the
shelf or table used to support the unit.

c. Drill holes in the table or shelf and secure

the distributor-transmitter to the table or shelf
with the screws and washers that were re-

moved in paragraPh 9b (6) .

12. Ground ond Power Connections
a. See that the proper power fuses (par' 5)

are installed in the fuse'holders at the rear of
the base (fig. a).

b. Move the POWER switch (flg' 6) to OFF'
c. Connect the power cord to the power sup-

ply outlet. The TT-122A/FG requires 115

volts, regulated, 60 cycles alternating current
(ac) and the TT-123A /FG requires 105 to
125 volts, 50 to 60 cycles ac.

Note. The third prong on the power plug completes

the ground. connection when the plug is inserted into
a mating receptacle. If the available ac outlet will
not accommodate the three-pronged PIug, remove one

of the screws that holds the third prong to the plug

and turn the prong 90' to the right or left' Disconnect

the lead connected to the third prong and connect it to
a grounded portion of the ac outlet, a cold water pipe,

or similar low-resistance ground connection.

I3. Friction Clutch
The distributor-transmitter camshaft is pow-

ered through a friction clutch (2, fig. 9). This
friction clutch was lubricated and adjusted by
the manufacturer prior to shipment. How-
ever, it should be checked for proper lubrica-
tion and adjustment when the unit is installed

AccEsS
FLUG

FUSES

POWER CORD

TM2277-4

TT-123A/FG, rear aiew.

I

Figure [. T eletypeusriter Distributor-Transmitter

TAGO 3?8OA



to make sure that these conditions have not
changed during shipment or storage. Lubri-
cate the friction clutch as directed in paragraph
34d. Turn the POWER switch to ON and
check the friction clutch adjustment as de-
scribed in paragraph 57.

14. Operoting Speed Adjustment
a. Checking and Adjusting Motor Speed

(TT-1234/ FG) .

(1) Move the POWER switch (fig. 6) to
oN.

(2) Strike the 180 vibrations per second
(vps) tuning fork (part of TE-50-8,

SER}ES _
GOVERN ED
MOTOR

SPOTS

par. 26a) gently against your hand to
set it into vibration.
Look at, the spots on the rotating
target wheel of the series-governed
motor (fig. 5) through the vibrating
shutter on the end of the tuning fork.
If the spots appear stationary, no ad-
justment is necessary. If the spots
are moving clockwise, pull the end of
the adjusting worm outward, and
hold it until the clockwise motion of
the target spots has stopped. If the
spots are moving counterclockwise,
push the ends of the adjusting worm
inward until the motion of the target

(3)

TARGET
WHEEL

ADJUSTING
WORM

9TAGO 3780A

Figure 5. JIotor speed control (TT-123A/FG).

rM?277 - 5



spots has stopped. The motor rrow is
set at its operating speed of 3,600
revolutions per minute (rpm).

(4) Move the POWER switch to OFF.
b. Changing Distri,butor-Transmitter Op-

erating Speed. The operating speed of the
distributor-transmitter is controlled by the
drive gear set (1, fig. 9). The equipment is
shipped with a 368.1 operations-per-minute
(opm), 60 words-per-minute (wpm) drive gear
set installed. A drive gear set for 600 opm
(100 wpm) operation is mounted on studs
under the dust cover. To change the operating
speed of the distributor-transmitter follow the
procedure described in paragraph 89b.

| 5. Clutch Mognet Control
The clutch magnet circuit of the TT-

LzzA/FG and TT-123A /FG is normally en-
ergized by the same ac power source that op-
erates the motor. In some special applications,
it may be necessary to control the clutch mag-
net from an external equipment and a dc power
source. To control the clutch magnet from
an external source-

o. Use a screwdriver and pry the access plug
(fig. 4) from the rear of the base.

b. Remove the base plate (par. 704a(2)).
c. Feed the two-conductor cord from the ex-

ternal equipment through the access hole in
the base casting to terminal board TFz (50,
fig. 61).

d. Remove and tape separately the RED wire
from terminal 1 and the GRN wire from ter-
minal 2 of terminal board TB2 (fir. a7 or 48).

e. Attach one wire of the two conductor cord
to terminal 1 of TBZ and the second wire to
terminal 2 of TB2.

f . Replace the base plate.
g. Connect a 500-ohm, lO-watt resistor (for

48-volt dc operation) or a 1,700-ohm, lO-watt
resistor (for 120-volt dc operation) in series
with the cord from the external control equip-
ment and the distributor-transmitter clutch
magnet.

15. Locol Testing
&. Insert the signal LINE cord of the dis-

tributor-transmitter into the receiving gircuit
of a teletypewriter page printer or reperforator
equipped to supply current to the signal line.

b. Operate the distributor-transmitter as de-
scribed in paragraphs 19 and 20.

c. Compare the printed copy received on the
teletypewriter receiving unit with the test mes-
sage sent; they should be identica!.

17 . Signol Line Connections
Connect the distributor-transmitter into the

external signal line by placing the plug of the
signal line cord into the jack of the terminal
equipment of the desired line. The terminal
equipment may be a line unit, switchboard,
jack box, Telegraph Terminal TH-5/TG or
some similar line-terminating device.

Note. Teletypewriter Distributor-Transmitters TT-
LzzA/FG and TT-123A/FG are not equipped to supply
line gurrent for the signal line. Current for this cir-
cuit must be supplied from the distant teletypervriter
or from the local terminal equipment.

Section lll. OPERATING PROCEDURES

| 8. Controls
(flg.6)

The following chart lists the controls used to
operate the distributor-transmitter. The op-
erator must become familiar with the location
and function of each control before attempting
to operate the equipment.

Control Function

l0

START position
allows mes-
sages to be
transmitted.

In front of dis-
tributor-
transmitter.

STOP position
stops trans-
mission.

FEED RE-
TRACT posi-
tion allows
tape to be fed
into the dis-
tributor trans-
mitter.

'When tape be-
comes tight,
lever stops

Tight-tape lever

TAGO 37804



19. Storting ond Testing Procedure
a. Move the POWER switch to the ON

position.
b. Move the stop-start lever to the FtrED

RETRACT position.
c. Insert a paper tape perforated with the

test message (e below) under the tape cover
and line up the first letter or symbol of the

i?t^it"rrrEn \

message opposite the START arrow on the top
cover of the distributor-transmitter. (The de-
sign of the tape transmitter permits the tape to
be inserted without raising the tape coven. )

d. Move the stop-start lever to the STOP
position. Be sure that the feed holes in the
paper tape engage the pins in the feed claw.

e. Raise the stop-start lever to the START
position and send at least five copies of the
following message: LTRS, THE QUICK
BROWN FOX JUMPED OVER THE LAZY
DOG'S BACK, LINE FEED, FIGS, 12345678
g0-$!&,( ),,/:;7,.

f . Be sure that the message tape moves into
the tape transmitter smoothly without binding.
Check the mess&ge tape after it has passed
through the tape transmitter; it should be
smooth and flat with no distortion of the code
holes or elongation of the feed holes.

g. While the tape transmitter is sending a
message, each of the following actions should
stop transmission.

(1) Raising the tight-tape lever (fig. 6).

MOTOR

-F Dusr covER

Control Function

Tape-out lever

POWER switch

Under tape cover.

Center front of
base frame.

transmission.
Slack in tape
allows trans-
mission.

When end of tape
is reached, the
lever is per-
mitted to rise
and stop trans-
mission.

ON position con-
nects ac input.

OFF position dis-
connects ac in-
Put.

TAPE -OUT
LEVER

@

POWER SWITCH
TIGHT_TAPE
LEVE R

D i stributor-transmitt er controls.

TAGO 3?8OA
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,(2) Moving the stop-start lever to the
STOP or FEED RETRACT position.

(3) Allowing the end of the message tape
to pass over the tape-out lever..

(4) Moving the POWER switch to the
OFF position. . .

20. Stopping Procedure

To shut down the distributor-transmitter to
traffic, move the POWER switch to OFF. The
motor should stop and all power except signal
line current will be removed from the unit.

E



CHAPTER 3

ORGAN IZATIONAL MAI NTENANCE

Section l. FIRST ECHELON MATNTENANCE

21. Scope of Operotor's Mointenonce
Operator's maintenance is limited to clean_

ing and inspection of external parts, inspection
of electrical connections, wiring, and insula-
tion, and the performing of operational checks
to determine if the machine is operating
properly.

22. Moteriols Required for Operotor's
Mointeno nce

The following maintenance materials are re_
quired for operator's maintenance :

maintenance checklist to be used by the op_
erator.

b. Items not applicable to Teletypewriter
Distributor-Transmitters, TT-122/*/FG or
TT-123A /FG are lined out in figure Z. Ref-
erences to the ITEM block in this figure are
to paragraphs that contain additional mainte-
nance information pertinent to the particular
item.

24. Operotor's Mointensnce
a. Coaers.

(1) Inspect the dust covers thoroughly.
Look for dents, cracks, marred painted
surfaces, rust, corrosion, loose or
missing screws.

(2) Clean the outer surfaces of the dust
cover with a cloth slighily moistened
with water. To remove oil, grease or
gummy stains on the outer surface of
the dust cover, moisten the cloth with
solvent (SD1.

b. E rternal Wiring .

( 1) Wipe the external wiring with a cloth
dampened with water.

(2) Check the wiring for cracks, de-
teriorated insulation, kinks, or ex-
cessive strain due to the improper
placement of the unit. Adjust the
machine position to relieve the strain.

Stock No.

Orangestick
Brush, toothbrush style
Cheesecloth, bleached, 36 in.

wide.
Cloth, crocus, 9 in. x 11 in.

sheets.
Cleaning compound, liquid

form.
Sandpaper, flint, No. 0000, 9

in. x 10 in.
Solvent, dry cleaning (SD)
Brush, sash, 1 x 5/e in.

5120-408-4036 (Fed)
53-8121610 (QMC)
6zLe89 (SigC)

42-C-20420-50 (Ord u)

7930-395-9542 (Fed)

42-P-I754-10 (Ord C)

51-5-4385-1 (QMC)
38-4567.300.200 (cn1

23. Operotor First
Checklist

DA Form 1l-252

Echelon Mointenonce

(fig. 7) is the preventive

IAGO 3780A l3
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Section ll. SECOND ECHELON MAINTENANCE

25. Scope of Technicion's Mointenonce
This level of maintenance must be performed

by qualified technicians. It includes all mainte-
nance that can be performed with the tools
available to the maintenance technician pro-
vided that part replacement, other than the re-
placement of running spares, is not required.
Partial disassembly required to perform any
of the items of maintenance described in this
section are within the scope of the second
echelon maintenance technician.

26. Tools ond Moteriols Required
a. Tools. No tools are supplied with Tele-

t y p e w r i t e r Distributor-Transmitter TT-
LzzA/FG or TT-123A /FG. Tool Equipment
TE-50-B and Multimeter N-{E-77,/TJ are re-
quired for maintenance at organizational let'el.
Tool Equipments TE-50 and TE-50-A do not
include some special wrenches and gages in-
cluded in TE-50-8. Organizations that have
the TE-50 or TE-50-A should requisition the
additional tools in accordance with appropriate
supply bulletins.

b. Muintennince Materials.
(1) Materials necessary for maintenance

at organizational levels are included
in Tool Equipment TE-50-B 'n'ith the
exception of a liquid cleaning agent
and an anti-seize compound. Me-
chanical assemblies should be cleaned
with solvent (SO1. Gasoline never
should be used as a cleaning fluid-
When solvent (SD) is not immediatell-
available, Fuel oil, diesel (DF-A),
Federal stock No. 9140-286-5282,
may be used as a temporary substi-
tute. Cleaning Compound should be
used to clean electrical contact sur-
faces.

Warning.. Repeated or prolonged
breathing of cleaning compound is
dangerous. Make sure adequate
ventilation is provided. Cleaning
compound is flammable; do not use
near a flame.

(2) The distributor-transmitters contain
aluminum and magnesium castings.
When steel screws are placed in such

16

castings, tendenc;' exists for seizure
between the scrervs and the castings
unless the screws are trea:ed flrst
with Anti-seize Compound 52-2724.
5000.080 (CE). Screrrs are gisen this
treatment at the factory n-hen the
machines are assembled. \\-henever
machines are disassembled after har.-
ing been in use, the coating should
be renewed by maintenance per-.onnel
to insure that there will be no diffi-
culty at the time of the next dis-
assembly. The recommended anti-
seize compound may be requisitioned
through regular supply channels.

27. Generol Preventive Mointenonce
Tech n iq ues

Most preventive maintenance technique-s per-
tain to specific areas of preventive maintenance,
such as lubrication; however, the following
general instructions should be helpful.

4.. Use No. 0000 sandpaper to remove cor-
rosion.

b. Use a clean, dry, lint-free cloth or a dry
brush for most cleaning purposes.

(1) When necessary, use a cloth or a
brush moistened rvith solven: rSD) to
clean parts (except eleclr:cal con-
tacts). Wipe the solr-en: and dirt
from the part with a clean ,1ry cloth.

(2) A flushing action norma-i;.- :s best
when cleaning electrical c.-,ntacts.
Dip an orangestick in aL &.rrrroved
contact cleaning compo.in,j a::.i allow
the liquid to drip f rc'r. :t. stick
through the contacts. Rr-:, :ae con-
tact surfaces with the -r-et ,_,l.Zng€_

stick to loosen dirt or gun::-.- ,irposits.
Allow the contacts to d4; c'.- .iapora-
tion and then polish s-ith :::,= c'utact
burnisher.

c. If available, vacuum cleaning
is suitable for removal of loose d i-.:.
and dirt.

28. Technicion's Mointenonce
This level of maintenance mus: '[,e

by qualified technicians. To sen-:ce

T-:-GO 3i80A
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tor-transmitter, take the equipment out of
service and partially disassemble it (o below).
Refer to Form Ll-252 (fig. 8) for a listing of
maintenance items. The listed items are par-
tially or totally applicable to this equipment.
References in the ITEM blocks refer to para-
graphs in the text which contain additional
maintenance information.

a. Procedure.
( 1) Remove the power cord from the ac

outlet. Disconnect the signal line.
(2) Remove the three shoulder screws

that hold the motor dust cover to the
base frame; remove the motor dust
cover.

(3) Remove the distributor-transmitter
from the base frame (Par. 93o).

(4) Remove the bottom plate from the
base frame (par. 89o(2) ).

b. Preaentiae Muintenairlce for Base.
( 1) Clean the base thoroughly with a

clean cloth. Wipe away all deposits
of oil or grease that may have dropped
from the mechanical assemblies. Use
a cleaning brush to remove all loose
dirt and paper lint from the electrical
components mounted within the base.
If grimy deposits on the base frame
are difficult to remove with a drY
cloth, moisten the cloth with solvent
(Sn;'

(2) Perform the preventive maintenance
for cords, cables, wiring, terminal
boards, and switches as described in
e, f , and. g below.

c. Preaentiae Mui,ntennnce for Distri'butm'
Transmi,tter.

(1) Inspect the unit for-
(o) Cracks and other damage to the

distributor-transmitter covers and
any mechanieal linkages.

(b) Loose, missing, or broken screws,
nuts, bolts, fastenings, and electrical
connections; frayed or broken wire
insulation, and oil-soaked wiring or
insulation.
Missing, broken, or distorted levers,
pawls, Iatches, springs, and bear-
ings. Check to see that all parts
move freely.
Worn, burned, or dirty contacts and

insulation in the transmitting eon-
tact assembly.

Note. Do not tighten parts tiat re-
quire clearance o1 l,snsion adjushenLs.
Tighten all screws and bolts that are not
part of an adjustmenl

(2) Clean the tape transmitter as follows:
(a) Blow out or brush away dust and

debris that may have accumulated
in the transmitter mechanism and
around the mechanical levers.

(b) Burnish contacts if they are dirty,
built up, or pitted.

(3) Lubricate the tape transmitter as de-
scribed in paragraphs 29 through 34.
Remove excess lubricant.

d. Preuentiae Maintenance for Motm.
( 1) The motor should turn freely and

quietly with very little end play when
turned by hand. Check the motor for
evidence of overheating. This may
be indicated by discoloration or by an
odor of burned insulating material.
Check the governor (TT-123A/FG),
governor cover, and target of the gov-
erned motor for loosenessi.

(2) Clean the exterior of tie motor. Re-
move all dust, dirt, grease, and cor-
rosion from the outside of the motor.
Check to see that the governor (TT-
123AIFG) is clean and that the wires
leading to the motor are intact and
clean.

(3) Apply lubricant, as necessary, to the
motor and to the govemor lubrica-
tion points of the TT-LZ3.A/FG (Par.
34e).

e. Preaentiae Mui,ntennnce f m Cord.s, Cables,
and Wiring.

(1) Check all visible wiring for cracked or
deteriorated insulation, frayed or cut
insulation at connecting points, kinks,
and strain caused by improper place-
ment.

(2) Tighten loose fastenery clamps, and
wiring connections. R€eair loose or
broken connections. Remove cor-
rosion, rust, dirb and dust from
ground connections. Be sure that the
outer insulating cover on cords and
cables is wiped clean- Never use oil
or solvent (SD) on rubber insulation.

b
I
I

(c)

(d)

t8 lacto 3?804



(3) Adjust the wiring so that it does not
interfere with operation of mechanical
parts. It may be necessary to re_
solder certain connections or to re_
place some wiring or conductors when
they become worn or damaged.

f. Preuentiae Muintennnce for Terminal
Boards.

(1) Terminal boards used as distributing
points for electrical circuits usually
are made of a strip of insulating ma_
terial and one or more types of elec_
trical connectors. These devices may
be either solder- or screw_type ter-
minals, contact springs, or contact
lugs. They normally require litile
preventive maintenance unless the
wiring is changed. Inspect the ter_
minal boards for cracks, breakage,
and loose connecting or mounting
screws. Examine the connections for
mechanical defects (broken or
stripped screws and threads), dirt,
grease, and corrosion. Tighten loose
screws, lugs, and mounting bolts.
Use tools of the correct size. Be ex-
tremely careful not to strip the
threads by exerting too much force.
Solder loose or broken connections.

(2) Wipe off any moisture with a clean
cloth and brush the dust and dirt
from the terminal board with a clean
dry brush. When necessary, terminal
boards may be cleaned with a cloth
moistened with solvent (SOy i how_
ever, be careful that the solvent (SD)
does not come in contact with the in-

sulation of any of the wires leading to
the terminal board. Remove and
clean corroded or loose connections.
Use cleaning compound to clean elec-
trical contacts on all connecting de-
vices.

g. Preaentiae Matntenance for Suitches.
(1) Inspect the mechanical .action of the

POWER switch. Look for dirt or
corrosion. Operate the switch to see
that the operating lever moves freely.
Tighten loose screws, lugs, and mount-
ing parts. Remove loose connections
that are dirty or corroded, and clean
them before they are tightened or
soldered. Tighten switch connections
and repair soldered connections.

(2) Wipe ofr any moisture present. Care-
fully clean the exterior surfaces of
the POWER and start-stop switches
with a dry, stiff brush.

h. Reassembly and, Perfonnance Test.
(1) Reassemble the distributor-transmit_

ter as follows:
(a) Install the distributor-transmitter

.on the base frame (par. g3b).
(b) Replace the motor dust cover; se-

cure it with the three shoulder
screws.

(c) Replace the bottom plate on the
base frame (par. 89c).

(d) Connect the power cord into the ac
outlet from whieh it was removed.

(e) Insert the signal line plug into the
appropriate line terminating devicb.

ff) Start and test the distributor-
transmitter (par. 19).

Section lll. LUBRICATION

29. Generol

cants indicated in the quantities recommended
and at the correct time interval. The lubrica-
tion instructions for the TT_LZZA/FG and
TT-123A /FG are identical except where indi_
cated.

TAGO 3?8OA

30. Recommended Lubriconts
The recommended lubricants are-
a. Oil, lubricating, Signal Corps stock No.

6G1325 (1 quart can).
b. Grease, Signal Corps stock No. 6G6b0 (f

pound container).

31. R.ecommended Lubricotion Schedule
The following chart shows the recommended

intervals for checking the lubrication of dis_

t9



Distributor-
transmitter

operating speeda
(wpm)

8to12
hours per

dav

20

18
18

72

16 to 24
bours pel

dav

tributor-transmitters. When checking, lubri-
cate only those points that require lubrication.
DO NOT OVERLUBRICATE.

Operating Periods ( number of daYs )

92. Freporotion for Lubricotion

To completely lubricate the distributor-
transmitter, take it out of service and disas-

semble as outlined in cu below. After lubrica-

tion, reassemble the distributor-transmitter
and check the motor speed adjustment (par'

t4a).

a. Disussernbw. To disassemble the dis-

tributor-transmitter for lubrication, proceed as

follows:

t

up to
hours

dav

12 to 16
hours per

day

60

66
'rD

100

30

27
24

18

15
13

t2
9

10
9
8

6

e

Drive gearset
Friction clutch

Figwe 9. D -stributor-transnt'ittet' sh'o"uing

rM227 7-9

3 Distributor-transmitter driven gear
I Dirttibutor-transmitter driving gear

lu.bl'ication Pointi, rear uieu"t'

@4

1
2

2A
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(1) Disconnect the power and signal
cords.

(2) Remove the three shoulder screws
that hold the motor dust cover to the
base frame: remove the motor dust
cover.

(3) Remove the tape transmitter covers
as described in paragraph 944(1).

(4) On the TT-123A /trG, remove the
motor governor target and cover (par.
914 (5) and (6) ).

b. OLd Lubricants. Remove all old grease

and oil with a clean, dry, lint-free cloth. Wrap
the cloth around the end of a screwdriver or
an orangestick to remove old lubricants from
hard-to-reach places.

33. Generol Lubricotion lnstructions
a. lVlethod of AppLying Grease. Use a grease

gun to apply grease to gears. Hold the nozzle

of the grease gun against the gear teeth at an

angle of about 45'. Operate the handle until
enough grease is ejected and, at the same time,
turn the gear to form a continuous ribbon of
grease.

b. Metltod of AppLaing Oil. To apply only
I or 2 drops of oil, dip a piece of No. 22 wire
approximately one-half inch into the oil and

immediately touch it to the lubrication point
to be oiled. This method prevents overlubrica-
tion. Where more oil is required, use the oiler
supplied with Tool Equipment TE-50-8.

c. Preaenting Corrosion. Apply only enough

oil (except as otherwise indicated) to wet the

rubbing surfaces. After the distributor-trans-
mitter is completely lubricated, wipe off excess

oil and any visible dirt.

1 Clutch magnet armature
2 Selector lever comb
3 Tape feed retracting lever
4 Code sensing lever
5 Stop-start lever

Figure 10, Right side

TAGO 37804
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6 Tane feed lever
7 Distributcr'-transmitter camshaft
I Selector levers, bearing shoes, and flat washers
9 Transmitter contact bail pivot stud

10 Terminal board TB1

of distributor-transmitter, shottting lubrication points.
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34. Detoiled Lubricotion lnstructions
The points to be lubricated, the type of lubri_

cant to be used, and the quantity to be applied
are listed in the charts below. The item-ro*-
bers are arranged according to the method of
application so that the distributor-transmitter
can be treated by'one method or by one lubri-

Item num-
13 for the
item num-

a. BaLl Bearings. All ball bearings in the
distributor-transmitter are sealed and do not
require lubrication.

b. Gear* Wipe old grease from gears with
a clean, dry, lint-free cloth and apply fresh
grease as follows:

Name of part Method and quantity

grve approximately the required sprins tension
and run the distribution-hransmitter motor for
about 5 minutes without transmittiqg- Then
set the spring tension of the friction clutch
(par. 57).

e. Moaing Pa,rts. Apply oil at the following
places:

Name of part Xc*hod rnd quentity

cant at a time in a systi:matic way.
bers shown in figures g through
parts to be lubricated correspond to
bers listed in the charts.

Drive gearset.

Distributor-
transmitter
driven gear.

Distributor-
transmitter
driving.gear.

'Work grease around
gears, cover gear teeth
liberally.

Apply grease sparingly
around gear teeth.

Apply grease sparingly
around gear teeth.

lutch magnet
armature.

lever
comb.

Tape feed re-
tracting lever.

Code sensing
levers.

tart lever.

Tape feed lever.

Selector levers,
bearing shoes,
and flat
washers.

Iransmitter con-
tact bail pi
stud.

ape-out lever.

Tape feed claw.

Stop-start lever
detent.

Lower switch
lever.

Tight-tape lever.

Upper switch bail
lever.
pe cover hi

ape cover la

ment screw
(TT-123A/FG).
overnor adust-
ment gear
(TT-123A/FG)

r worm
(TT-123A/FG).
vernor adj

ment lever
(TT-123A/FG).

L ot 2 dro6 at pivot and
working end-

1 or 2 dr,ops at each
comb slot.

L or 2 drops at pivot and
working end-

Apply sparingly at pivot
and working surfaces.

L or 2 drops at pivot and
working points.

I or 2 drops at pivot and
working points-

Apply sparingly to all
rubbing and bearing
surfaces.

2 or 3 drops between
arm and pivot stud.

L ot 2 drcps at pivot and
working points.

I or 2 drop at pivot and
working points-

I or 2 drops at pivot and
working points-

L or 2 drops at pivot and
working points.

I ot 2 drops at pivot and
working points.

I or 2 drops at pivot and
working points-

t or 2 drops at pivot.
L or 2 drops at pivot and

working lnints.
Apply sparingly to entire

thrcad-

Apply sparingfy to gear
teeth-

L or 2 drrops in governor
hub opening-

1 drop at each end.

10

10

10

10

10

Item
No.

Fig.
No.

1'

10

c. Cums. Use a cloth moistened with solvent
(Sl1 to remove all of the old lubricants and
any dust or residue that might be present.
Dry the surface thoroughly and apply a thin
coat of grease to all cam lobes of the distribu-
tor-transmitter camshaft (7, fig. 10) .

d. Friction Cluteh. Apply 10 to lb drops of
oil. along the periphery of felt friction plates of
the distributor-transmitter friction clutch (2,
fig. 9) ; apply oil sparingly to the spring and
adjusting collar. Do not release the spring
tension on the friction clutch unless the friction
plates are extremely dry. To release the spring
tension, loosen the machine screws in the ad-
justing collar enough to permit the collar to be
rotated. Turn the motor by hand to rotate the
friction clutch, and apply oil. After the fric-
tion clutch is oiled, set the adjusting collar to

11

11

11

11

11

11

t2
L2

13

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

1

13

13

13

22 lacro 3?804



TM2277-tj

1 Tape-out lever
2 Tape feed claw
3 Stop-start lever detent
4 Lower switch bail lever
5 Tight-tape lever
6 Upper switch bail lever

Figure 11. Left side of distributor-transmitter, shouting lubrication points.
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1 Tape cover hinge
2 Tape cover latch

Figure 12. Tape couer lubrication points.
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Figure

rM2277_t3

Governor adjustment screw
Governor adjustment gear
LrOVernOr WOrm
Governor adjustment lever

Motor goaernor, sh,ouing lubrication
points (TT-IpsA/FG).

Section lv. TROUBLESHOOTING AT oRGANtzATtoNAL
MAINTENANCE LEVEL

1
2
3
4

7A

Note. This section contains instructions for trouble_
shooting at organizational level. Troubleshooting at
field maintenance level is describeC in ehapter b.

35. Generol
Troubleshooting at the organizational main-

tenance level requires that the trouble be sec-
tionalized by tracing it to a faulty component
as quickly as possible. It then must be d-eter-
mined whether the faulty component can be
repaired at the organizational maintenance
level or must be sent to a field repair shop.
The repair work that can be performed at the
organizational level is limited in scope by the
tools, test equipment, and replaceable parts
available.

36. Visuol I nspection
Failure of equipment to operate properly

usually is caused by one or more of the follow-
ing visible faults:

TAGO 3780A

a. Improperly connect€d power or signal
eord.

b. Burned-out fuse (fig. 4).
c. Loose signal line or clutch magnet connec-

tions on terminal board TB1 (10, fig. 10).
d. Visibly worn or damaged mechanical part.

37. Sectionolizing Trouble
When the cause of trouble cannot be found

by simple visual inspection (par. 3G), follow
the procedure outlined in the equipment per-
formance checklist (par. 38). It is assumed
in this list that the distributor-transmitter is
connected to a signal line, and that good fuses
are inserted properly in the fuse holders. Per-
form the steps in the order in which they are
listed. If the trouble cannot be found by means
of the equipment performance checklist; field
maintenance is required.



38. Troubleshooting, Us-ing Equipment
Performonce Checklist

a. General. The equipment performance
checklist will help to locate trouble in the equip-
ment at organizational level. The list gives
the itern to be checked, the normal indications
and tolerances for correct operation, and the
corrective measures that can be taken. To use
this list, follous the items in rutmedcal sequence.

b. Action or Cottd,ition. For some items, the
information given in the action or condition
column consists of various switch and control
settings under which the item is to be checked.

For other items, it represents an action that
must be taken to check the indicetion g:isen in
the normal indications column.

c. Normal Ind;i,cations. The normal indica-
tions listed include the visible and audible signs
that should be noted when the it€ms are
checked. If the indications arle not notmal,
apply the recommended correctise mea.surss.

d. Correctiue Measures. The corrective
measures listed are those which can be made
by the organization technician. If the recom-
mend-ed corrective measures do not yield re-
sults, troubleshooting at field maintenance level
is necessary.

c

I
I
a

Item No. Action or condition Normal indications Correc*ire rilr

2

3
4

ts

o
F{

A
f'l

;

E-{

a

Ground.

Power.
POWER switch.
Line connections.

Check connections. Be
sure all power con-
nections are in OFF
position while check-
ing-

Power cord plugged in.
In OFF position.
Signal cord plugged

into line.

Estab'lish good connec-
tion (par. 12).

None.
None.
None.
None.

None-
None-
Conneet as

(par. 17).
required

e. Equi,pment Performfl,nce Checklist.

POWER switch.

Motor speed
(TT-123A/FG).

Operate to ON.

Adjust (par. IAb).

Motor starts. Check fus€s; check

Ircser eonnection
(par. 12).

H
Eg>74

6<H>
iioph
@€
fq f'l

A

F.o
F{

Transmitting
mechanism.

Tight-tape lever.

Tape-out lever.

Test tape in position.
Stop-start lever at
START.

Raise lever.

End of message tape
passes over tapeout
lever.

Should transmit from
tape.

Transmission should
stcp.

Transmission should
stcp.

Adjust tight-tape and
tape+ut linkage
(pars- 49 and 56).

Adjust tight-tape and
tape-out linkage
(pars- 49 and 56).

Adjust tapeout lever,
tapeout linkage, and
switch (pars. 49 and
56).

10 POWER switch. Operate to OFF. Votor should stop. Check switch.

Section V. DISTRIBUTOR-TRANSMITTER. ADJUSTMENT

PR,OCEDUR,ES

39. Generol
This section contains the requirement and

adjustment procedures for the distributor-
transmitter. Complete the individual checks
and, if required, make the necessary adjust-
ments. Adjustments are arranged in sequence

25

for a complete readjustment of the distributor-
transmitter. Adjustments not otherwise speci-
fied apply to both the TT-I?ZA/FG and the
TT-123A /FG; those applicable only to the
TT-I??A/FG or TT-123A /FG are so identi-
fied. When making individual adjustments,
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check all related adjustments. When it is
necessary to remove parts or subassemblies to
make an adjustment, refer to specific removal
and replacement instructions (pars. 89-105).

40. Drive Georset Adjustment
(fig. 1a)

a. Requirement. There should be minimum
backlash without binding between the worm
gear and motor-driven gear.

tor-transmitter driving gear should be parallel
and at least /6a inetr inward from the faces of
the distributor-transmitter driven gear.

b. Adjustment. Loosen the,two setscrews in
the hub of the distrib-utor-transmitter driving
gear. Move the distributotr-ttransmitter driv-
ing gear until the requirement is met. Tighten
the setscrews and recheck the requirement.

MIiIIMUM
BACKLASH
WITHOUT
BINOING

''ru"rrr-ro
Figure 14. Driue gearset adju.stment.

b. Adjustment. Loosen the four machine
screws on the bearing block (A, fig. 14) and
the four machine screws that hold the motor
to the base frame (8, fiS. 14). Slide the motor
up or down and the motor-driven g:ear back
and forth until requirement is met. Make sure
the center lines of the worm gear and motor-
driven gear are in line. Tighten the four bear-
ing block and four motor mounting machine
screws and recheck the requirement.

41. Distributor-Tronsmitter Driving Geor
ond Driven Geor Alinement

(fig. 15)
a. Requirement. The faces of the distribu-

TAGO 3?8OA

BEARING BLOCK

SETSCREW

Figure 15. Distributm-transmitter driaing
driuen gear alinement.

T)t2277-tJ

gear and

42. Distributor-Tronsmitter Driving Geor
ond Driven Geor Bocklosh Adjust-
ment

(fig. 16)

a. Requi,rement. There should be minimum
backlash without binding between the distribu-
tor-transmitter driving gear and driven gear.

b. Adiustment. Loosen the two machine
screws that hold the tape transmitter to the

UM BACKLASH
BINDINGWITHOUT

DISTRIBUTOR.TRANSMITTER
DRIVEN GEAR

DISTRIBUTOR - TRANSMITTER
ORIVING GEAR

TM2277-t6

Figu.re 16. Distributor-transmitter driaing gear and
driuen. gear backlash adjushnent.

MOTOR DRI
GEAR

ITACHINE SCREW
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base frame (figs. 49 and 60). Move the entire
tape transmitter toward the front or rear until
the.requirement is met. Tighten the two ma-
chine screws and recheck the requirement.

43. Tronsmitter Contoct Boil End Ploy
Adjustment

(fig. 17)

a. Requiren'tent. There should be a .002- to
.005-inch clearance between the retainer ring
on the post and the contact bail.

b. Adiustment. Loosen the setscrew. Move
the post axially to meet the requirement;
tighten the setscrew.

SET SCREW
CONTACT
HOLDER

MOUNTI NG

FRAME

RETAINER
R ING

FO ST

TRAN SM I TTER
CONTACT BAIL

TERMI NAL

TRANSMITTER
CONTACTS i'M2277-t7

SET SCREW

.0o2" To .oo5" LEVERS

RETAINER R ING

CR LEVER

f H??77-18

Figure 18. Selector leuer end piay adju,stment.

the latching surface of its mating
selector lever.

b. Methods of Cltecking.
( 1) Rotate the distributor-rransmitter

camshaft until the camshaft stop lever
is resting against the selector lever
comb. Check the clearance rrith a
feeler gage.

(2) Rotate the distributor-rrarLqmitter
camshaft until the sen-sing leser re-

ARMATURE
MACHINE
scREws

SELECTOR
LEVER COMB

) 
r....ro,

.oo2" To.oos"

Figure 17. Transmitter contact bail end play' adjustment.

44. Selector Lever End Ploy Adjustmenr
(flg. 18)

a. Requirement. There should be a .002- to
.005-inch clearance between the spacer and the
first selector lever.

b. Adjustment. Loosen the setscrew and
slide the stud in or out to meet the requirement.
Tighten the setscrew.

45. Selector Lever Comb Adjustment
(fig. 1e)

a. Requirements.
(1) There should be a .010- to .02b-inch

clearance between the clutch magnet
armature and the camshaft stop lever
when the camshaft stop lever is rest-
ing against the selector lever comb
and the clutch magnet armature is in
its unenergized position.

(2) There should be a minimum of .00b-
inch clearance between the latching
surface of each code sensing lever and

28

SELECTOR
LEVERS FSEHSTNG

--' LEYERS

.oto' To .o25'
nnuarune_-'Q)f

"rFrt.
sToP LEVER 

-U 

SELECTOR 
BLEYER

coo€ sExs[{€
LEVER

SELECTOR
LEVER

SELECTOR LEVER
COIB

ty22?7-t9
Figure 19. Selector Ieter cr.,nib adiustment.
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storing bail is on the low part of the
restoring cam and the latching ends
of the code sensing levers ,".1, u.r-
gagement with their mating selector
levers. Check the clea"rrr.. at each
of the five selector levers.

c. Adiustment. Loosen the two comb mount-ing machine screws and position the selectorIever comb until the requirements are met.Tighten the machine *.*.**. Recheck the
clearances and readjust if necessary. Checkrelated adjustment (par. 4g).

46. Clutch Mognet Armoture Eccentric
stud Adjustmenr

(.f's. 20)

a. Requirement. When the clutch magnet
armature is held in its operated position, tilere
should be a .008- to .006-inch clearance betw"enthe top of the camshaft stop lever and the
clutch magnet armature.

b. Method of Checking. With the top coverremoved (par. g4a(7)) from the distriboto"_
transmitter, manually holcl the clutch magnetarmature to the operated position. Rotate tfredistributor-transmitter camshaft toward thefront of the unit until the front edge of thecamshaft stop lever is just under the clutch
magnet armature. Check the clearance with afeeler gage.

c. Adjustment. Loosen the setscrew in theframe above the eccentric study and 
"otate 

ifreeccentric stud until the requirement is met.Tighten the setscrew. Check related adjust_ment (par. 47).

CLUTCH MAGNET ARMATURE

-t
47. Clutch Mognet Lominoted Core Ad_justment

(fig. 21)
a. Requi,rement. When the clutch magnetarmature is in its operated position, tilereshould be .004-inch clearance between theclutch magnet laminated core and the clutch

magnet armature. Use a piece of blank mes-
sage tape as a feeler gage.

b. Metltod of Checking. Energize the clutchmagnet; make sure the crutch magnet arma-ture is against the eccentric stud, and checkthe clearance.
c. Adjustment. Loosen the two machine

screws mounting the clutch magnet laminated
core and position the core to meet the require-ment. Tighten the machine screws and recheckthe clearance.

ECCENTRIC
STUO

CLUTCH MAGNET
ARMATURE

CLUTCH MAGNET
ARMATURE SPRING

MACHINE SCREW

CLUTCH MAGNET
LAMINATED CORE

CLUTCH MAGNET

SPRING
SCALE

\__ J

.oo4" usE
MESSAGE TAPE

FOR FEELER GAGE

ECCENTRIC
s7u 0

Figure 20. Ctutch

TAGO 3?8OA

.o03" To.oo6',

CAMSHAFT
STOP LEVER

SELECTOR
LEVER SP'?ING

rM2277-20

magnet armature eccentric stucJ
adjustment.

rM?277_?l
Figure P1' chr'tch magnet raminatecl core ad,justment.

48. Stgp P^ul9e ond Contocrs Adjustment(-fis. zz)
a. Reqairements.

( 1) There should be a minimum break inthe send circuit between successive
marking impulses.

L_t_-i._t

MACHINE SCREW
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b.

lever latch when the stop selector
lever is on the low point of its cam

Method of Checking.

(1) Arrange Multimeter ME.-77 /V or
equivalent to read on its lowest ohmic
scale and connect the meter leads in
series with the signal line plug.
Place a piece of message tape, Per-
forated with the letters code group, in
the tape transmitter. Move the stop-
start lever to START and hold the
clutch magnet armature in its ener-
gized, position. Turn the motor by
hand and observe the meter; it should
indicate a slight, but minimum, break
between one pair of successive mark-
ing impulses.

motor by hand and observe the meter.
There should be a slight, but mini-
mum, break indicated between the
fifth intelligence impulse and the stop
pulse. With the stop selector lever on
the low point of its cam, check the
clearance between the stop selector
lever and the stop selector lever latch
with a feeler gage.

c. Adjustment.
(1) Turn the motor by hand and slowly

screw the mark stationary contact
down until all breaks are eliminated
between suecessive marking impulses.
Then, slowly screw the mark station-
ary contact upward until a slight, but
minimum, break is obtained between
one pair of successive marking im-
pulses.

(2) Loosen the machine scre'ws that hold
the stop selector lever latch. Move
the stop selector lever latch to the
right or left until a slight, but mini-
mum, break is obtained between the
fifth intelligence impulse and the stop
pulse. Move the stop selector lever
latch to the right to decrease the
break and to the left to increase the
break. With the stop selector lever
against the low part of its eam, check
the clearance between the stop selec-
tor lever and the stop selector lever
latch. If the clearance is less than
.005 inch, repeat the adjustment given
in paragraph 45, setting the .010- to
.025-inch clearance between the clutch
magnet armature and the stop lever
to the high side. Then reposition the
stop selector lever latch to meet the
requirement given in a(2) above.

Note. Use the ST-333+/GG, if available,
for this adjustment.

49. Tope-Out Lever Spring Adjustment
(Ge. 23)

a. Requirement. With the tight-tape lever
held in the up position, it should require a force
of 84 to 98 grams to rotate the tape-out lever.

b. Adiustment. Wind the tape-out lever
spring about the tape-out lever pivot shaft to
meet the requirement.

l,lACH INE
scREws

STOP SELECTOR
LEVER LATCH

MARK STATIONARY
GONTACT

SELECTOR
LEVER COMB

coDg sENsltlc
LEVER STUO

CAMSHAFT
CAM

STOP SELECTOR
LEVER TM2277-22

F'igure 22. Stop pulse and contocts adiustment.

(2) With the multimeter arranged as in-
dicated in (1) above, place a piece of
message tape, perforated with the T
code group, in the tape transmitter.
Move the stop-start lever to START
and hold the clutch magnet armature
in its energized position. Turn the

.oos" iltI
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SPRINO SCALE

TAPE-OUT
LEVER SPRING

MACH'NE SCREW

TIGHT-TAPE
LEVER

Figure 2[. Tap^

84 TO 98 GRAMS WITH TIGHT.TAPE
LEVER RAISEO AND TAPE-OUT
LEVER AS SHOIYN

TAPE.OUT LEVER

UPPER SIVITCH
EAIL LEVER

b. Adiustment. Loosen the setscrew and
turn the eccentric screw clockwise or counter-
clockwise to meet the requirement. Check re-
lated adjustment (par. 55).

Figure 25. Top coaer prel:iminary adjustment.

52. Tope Cover Cleoronce Adjustment
(fig. 26)

a. Requirement. There should be a .012- to
.015-inch clearance between the tape cover and
the top cover of the distributor-transmitter.

b. Aditrctmnnt. Loosen the machine screws
and add or remove shims (31 and 32, fig. 52)
to meet the requirement. Tighten the machine
screws and recheck clearance. Check related
adjustment (par. 53).

Note. To make this adjustment, remove the top
cover from the distributor-transmitter.

.^'11'..;T::'

Figure 26. Tape col)er clearance ad,justment.

53. Tope Cover Block Adjustment
$s.27\

a. Requirement. There should be a .002- to
.005-inch clearance between the edge of the
tape guide of the top cover and the message
tape when the code holes of a message tape
perforated with the LTRS code combination
are centered with the holes in the tape cover.

b. Method of Checking. Perforate a message
bape with the LTRS code combination and posi-
tion the message tape .002- to 0.005-inch away
from the tape guide. The holes of the tape

LOWER SWITCH
BAIL LEVER

MACHINE
SCREIY

TIGHT-TAPE LEVER

ttti;?llit 
rlt2zrr-'.

Figure 23. Tape-out leaer spring adjustment.

50. Tope Cover ond Tope Guide Adjust-
ment
(.fis.2a)

a. Requirement. There should be a .008-inch
maximum clearance between the tape guide and
the tape cover.

b. Adiustment. Back the set screws away
from the adjustment screws. Adjust the ad-
justment screws to meet the requirement when
the tape guide is held against the heads of the
adjustment screws. Tighten the setscrews
against the adjustment screws. Check related
adjustments (pars. 57, 54, and bb).

Note. To make this adjustment, remove the tape
cover from the top cover.

SET SCREW

.oo3" MAx.

ADJUSTMENT
SCREW TAPE

GUIOE
TM2?77_24

cover and tape guide adjustment.

51. Top Cover Preliminory Adiustment
(.fie.25)

a. Requirement. The tape cover should be
parallel with the tape guide in the top cover.
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cover should be centered over the perforations
in the message taPe.

c. Ad,iustment. Loosen the two machine

screws and position the tape cover block, to

meet the requirement. Check related adjust-

ment (par. 54) .

shaft until the sensing Iever restoring bail is

against the low part of the restoring cam and

the sensing levers are against the message tape'

Check the clearance.

c. Ad,iustment. With the top cover held in
place with only the two rear mounting screws'

iold a piece of blank message tape and position

it under the tape cover so that one thickness of

message tape is over the sensing lever pins and

three thicknesses are under the front part of
the tape cover. Manually move the clutch mag-

net armature lever to the energized position'

Turn the distributor-transmitter camshaft un-

til the sensing lever restoring bail is on the low
part of the cam and the sensing levers ate
against the message tape. Hold the tape cover

down tight against the top cover and turn the

adjusting screws in the top cover up or down

until the requirement is met' Replace and

tighten the front mounting scres' Recheck

the clearance. Check relateo adjustments
(pars. 55 and 56).

Note. Turn the adjusting scress c^''tsrrise to de-

crease the clearance, or counterci':ciri-::e lo increase

the clearance.

55. Top Cover Adiustment
(fig. 2e)

a. Reqtairement. With the tape feed claw

engaging the feed holes of the :ressage tape,

the edge of the message tape sh'-':'i be '002- to

.005-inch from the guide of tre l'-r!r cover'

b. Ad,iustment. Loosen tle :hree machine

screws mounting the top cc''.-er ar''d, position the

top cover to meet the require=ent' Tighten
the mounting machine screrrs a::'i recheck the

requirement.

f |,1?277-29

at/. justment.

TAGO 37804

TAPE,
GUIDE

TAPE
COVER

CODE SENSING
LEVER

TAPE COVER MACHINE
scREwsBLOCK

.ooz" To .oo5"
TMZZ77-27

MESSAGE
TAPE

ADJUSTING SCREW

seruSttc LEvER
RESTOR]NG BAIL

f itz277-?8

sensing lcaer

Figure 27. Tape coaer block adiustment'

54. Selector Lever o n d Code Sensing
Lever Cleoronce Adiustment

(fig. 28)

a. Requirement. There should be a '015- to
.025-inch clearance between the top of the

selector levers and the tip of the code sensing

levers, when the sensing lever restoring bail is
on the low part of the restoring cam and the

sensing levers are held downward in the space

position by a blank piece of message tape'
b. Meth,od' of Checking. With a piece of blank

message tape inserted under the tape cover'

move the stop-start lever to the START posi-

tion. Rotate the distributor-transmitter cam-

.ol5"TO.o25"

Figure 28.

32

SELECTOR
LEVER

Selector leuer and code

clearance adiustment.

('F<(lF

.ooz" To.oo5"

TAPE FEEO C-AW



56. Upper_Switch Boil Lever Adjustment
(fig. 3o)

a. Requirements.
(1) With the stop-start lever detent and

the stop-start lever in the position
shown, there should be a clearance of
.005 to .025 inch between the tape-out
lever and the upper, switch bail lever.

(2) The stop-start switch should be actu-
ated midway between the STOp and
START positions of the stop-start
lever.

b. Adiustments.
(1) Obtain required clearance by bending

the upper switch bail lever.
(2) Loosen the two stop-start switch ma-

chine screws and position the stop-
start switch to meet the requirement;
tighten the machine screws.

.oo5.To.oas.

'!iil fL,*' rApE covER
OISTRIBUTOR -TRANSMITTER

TAPE.OUT LEVER
FRATE

ilESSAGE TAPE
TOP @VER

TAPE.OUT
TAPE.OUT LEVER

LEVER SPRING
UPPER SWITCH

BAIL LEVER

MAcHII{E scREw

TIGHT-TAPE
LEVER LEVER DETETIT

MACHIilE
SCREW

STOP-START
swtTcH fn2277-30

from turning when the motor is on and the
distributor-transmitter camshaft is not operat-

'ing any levers.

b. Method of Checking. Install a piece of
punched message tape in the tape transmitter.
Hook a spring scale on a machine screw of the
friction clutch adjusting collar. Movi the
stop-start lever to the START position. While
holding the scale rigidly, allow the distributor-
transmitter camshaft to turn just slighfly until
it is not operating any levers. When the free
spot has been established, hold the friction
clutch adjusting collar from turning and read
the scale.

c. Adjustment. Loosen the two machine
screws in the friction clutch adjusting collar,
rotate the collar forward or backward to obtain
the proper spring tension on the friction clutch,
and then tighten the machine screws. Check
the requirement and readjust if necessary.

4t To 40 0z
TO KEEP CLUTCH

FROM TURNING

MACHINE SCREWS
SPRINC SCALE

FRICTION CLUTCH
ADJUSTING COLLAR

DI STRI BUTOR{RANSM ITTER
DRIVEN GEAR

TM2277-3,

Figure 87. Friction clutch adjustment.

LOWER SWITCH
BAIL LEVER

STOP-START

Figure 30. Upper su;itch bail letser ad,justment.

57. Friction Clutch Adjustment
(fig.31)

a. Requtrement. It should require a pull of
4L to 48 ounces to prevent the friction clutch

TAGO 3?8OA
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CHAPTER +

THEORY

Section l. INTRODUCTION

58. Generol
Teletypewriter Distributor-Transmitters TT-

LzzA/FG and TT-L?}A/FG are identical, ex-
cept that the TT-LLLA/FG uses a synchronous
motor and the TT-123A /FG uses a series-gov-
erned motor. The distributor-transmitters are
arranged to send neutral signals at 60 or 100

wpm, depending on the drive gearset (par. LAb)
installed.

59. Stort'Stop Five-Unit Code
The signaling code used in teletypewriter

communication systems consists of a sequence

of seven-current (mark) or no-current (space)

impulses (fig. 32). Two of these impulses, the
start (space) and the stop (mark) are used to
maintain synchronism between the distributor-
transmitter and the teletypewriter receiving
unit. The remaining five impulses may be

either marking or spacing impulses depending
on the character or function to be transmitted.

All possible variations of the five selecting
impulses provide 32 difrerent code combina-
tions, which are assigned to individual letters
and functions (fig. 32).

60. Typicol Applicotion, Block Diogrom

A typical application of a distributor-trans-
mitter is shown in figure &3- The distributor-
transmitter is connected in series with a tele-

typewriter receiving unit, the signal line, and a
source of dc voltage. When a message tape is
being transmitted, the sending mechanism in
the tape transmitter makes and breaks the
circuit in accordance with the code group per-
forated in the message tape- Ibe selector mag-

net in the teletypewriter receiving unit re-
sponds to these make and bneak signals and

selects the character to be perforatcd or printed
at the receiving telet5rpewriter- Figure 34

shows the form of the start-stop, five-unit code

signal for the letter X.
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lT-t?zL/FG OR TT-125A/FG

AC
POWER {>
INPUT

61. Distributor-Tronsmitter, Block Dio-
grom
(fig. 35)

When ac power is applied to the motor, a

power shaft turns and causes a friction clutch
to slip. If a message tirpe is installed in the
tape transmitter and the stop-start lever is
moved to START, the clutch magnet energizes
and permits the friction clutch to drive the
distributor-transmitter camshaft. This allows

the levers in the tape sensing mechanism to
move to a position that corresponds to the code

perforated in the message tape. The mechani-

cal position of these levers are interpreted by

the code transmitting mechanism and converted

to electrical start-stop, five-unit code impulses

which are sent to the signal line. After each

code group is transmitted, the tape feed mech-

anism advances the message tape and the proc-

36
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TELETYPEWR ITER RECEIVER
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Jl_

PAGE PRINTER
OR

REPERFORATOR

TM 227 7-35

Figure 33. Tapicat application, bloclc diogram'

M: MARKING IMPULSE
S. SPACING IMPULSE

!---FIVE UNIT GODEJr- 'i6n -.iirin i I rnzztz-tq

Figure 34. Start-stop, fiae-unit code signal for
letter X at 60 usords Per minuta

SCCIiON II. DETAILED MECHANICAL THEORY

ess is repeated as long as a messag:e tape is in
the unit.

52. Motors
The motor used with each of the distributor-

transmitters is mounted on the base frame to
the right of the tape transmitter unit' The

motor provides the mechanical power to oper-

ate the various levers, cams' and shafts used

in tape sensing and code sending operations'
The TT-L}LA/FG uses a synchronous motor
and the TT-123A /FG uses a series-governed

motor.
a. Synchronous Motor (TT-122A/FG)' This

motor requires a single-phase, 115-volt, 60-cycle

ac input power source and develops 1/30 horse-

po*"t at 3,600 rpm. The motor has a squirrel
cage type armature. A run winding and a

start winding develop the torque required for
operation.
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LEGEND:

AC POWER

MECHANICAL POWER DISTRTBUTION

MECHANICAL SIGNAL PATH

- 

ELECTRICAL STGNAL PATH

L

b. Seri,es-Gouerned, Motor (TT_IZLA/FG).
This motor requires a single_phase, llb_volt,
50- to 60-cycle, regulated or unregulated aeinput power source for operation. The motor
develops L/Zg horsepower at 8,600 rpm. The
speed is controlled by a mechanical governor
assembly (par. 68) mounted on the lotating
motor shaft.

53. Governor (TT-l 21A/FG)
o,. The motor governor assembly is adjust_

able to permit the motor speed to be maintainedat precisely 8,600 rpm. The governor is
mounted on, and rotates with, the motor shaft.
The governor contacts are connected in series
with the field coils (fig. 46) and armature ofthe motor through two sliprings (located onthe back of the motor .p..d governor base)
which are contacted by two brushes in the
motor housing. The movable electrical contactof the governor (B, fig. 86) is flexible and isheld against the stationary electrical contact
by a coil spring until the motor speed exceeds
3,600 rpm. When this occurs, the centrifugal
force acting on the movable electrical contact
is greater than the tension of the spring. The
movable electricar contact then -ou.r- ^i^yfrom the stationary electrical contact. The
speed at which the contacts will open deperrason the tension applied to the spring b; thegovernor adjusting lever. The tension o., tt uspring may be increased or decreased nv -a-
TAGO 3?8OA

Figure SS. Distributor_transmitter, btock d,iagram.
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RIGHT.
HANO
woRt
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SPRING
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SHAFT

TM 2277- 33
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Figure 36. Moto,r gouernor, functional aieus
(TT_123A/FG).
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DISTRI EUTOR -TRANSTITTER
CAMSXAFT

Figure 37. Mechanical pou;er distribution.
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nipulating the shaft of the governor worm
while the motor is running.

b. The governor worm has two integral
threaded portions (A, fig. 36), one right hand
and one left hand. Complete instructions for
adjusting the motor speed are given in para-
graph l\a.

54. Power Distribution
(fig. 37)

Mechanical power is distributed to the mech-
anisms of the tape transmitter by the motor
through a drive gearset. This drive gearset

consists of a removable worm gear on the motor
shaft and a fiber motor-driven gear fastened to
the right end of the power shaft. The power
shaft rotates constantly when the motor is
operating and transfers power to the distribu-
tor-transmitter camshaft through the distribu-
tor-transmitter driving gear, distributor-trans-
mitter driven gear, and friction clutch.

65. Tope Tronsmitter Driving Mechon-
ism

To transmit from the tape transmitter, the
distributor-transmitter camshaft must rotate

l, revolution for each code group- Power to
rotate the camshaft is supplied by the motor
through a friction clutch assembly. The fric-

38

tion clutch assembly consists of two friction
plates, two clutch disks, a compression spring,
and an adjusting collar (fig. 38). The friction
plates are held tightly against the distributor-
transrnitter driven gear br- the clutch disks,
compression spring, and adjusting collar.
When the clutcft -tgtt.t is energrzed (par. 69),
the pressure on the driven g€r is sufficient to
rotate the camshaft. When the camshaft is
mechanically blocked (clutch magnet deener-
gized), the friction between the friction plates
and the driven gear is overcome and the cam-
shaft stops. The driven gear continues to
rotate and maintains a stead5- torque on the
camshaft, permitting it to resume rotation im-
mediately when the clutch magnet is again
energized.

DRIVEN GEAR

CLAMPING
MACHINE SCREW

FRICTION PLATES

ADJUSTING

H DISKS

T)t2277-38

F'gure 38. Distributot'-transmitter camshaf t f riction
clutch.
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66. Stop-Stort Lever
The stop-start lever (fig. 89) is provided to

manually control the operation of the tape
transmitter. There are three positions for this
lever; the FEED RETRACT position, which
lowers the feed pins on the tape feed claw and
permits tape to be inserted; the STOP position
which opens the start-stop switch and permits
the feed pins to engage the tape; and the
START position which closes the stop_start
switch, energizing the clutch magnet (par. 69),
and starting transmission. The stop-start lever
is held in its selected position by the stop-start
Iever detent.

a. FEED RETRACT position. When the
tape transmitter is idle and the stop-start lever
is in the FEED RETRACT position, the parts
are positioned as follows:

(1) The tape feed claw is disengaged
from the tape feed holes in the mes-
sage tape (par. 72\.

(2) The lower switch bail lever is pivoted
counterclockwise.

(3) The upper switch bail lever is pivoted
clockwise.

(4) The switch operating lever is de-
pressed (moved to the left).

(5) The stop-start switch is open.
b. STOP positi,on. When a message tape is

inserted in the tape transmitter and the stop_
start lever is moved to the STOP position, the
tape feed claw moves into engagement with the
feed holes in the message tape. The other
parts remain in the position described in a
above.

c. START position. When the stop_start
lever is moved from STOP to START th; parts
move as follows:

(1) The lower switch bail lever pivots
clockwise.

(2) The upper switch bail lever pivots
counterclockwise.

(3) The switch operating lever moves
away from the switch housing.

(4) The switch closes and energizes the
clutch magnet.

(5) Message perforated on tape is trans_
mitted.

57. Tope-Out Lever
The tape-out lever is provided to stop trans-

mission from the distributor-transmitter when

TAGO 3780A

the end of the message tape passes through
the sensing mechanism. This prevents the re_
peated sending of the LTRS code group which
would occur if the unit continued to transmit
without tape. It also stops transmission if the
tape cover is raised during operation. When
a message tape is properly installed in the dis_
tributor-transmitter and the unit is transmit-
ting, the stop-start lever is in the START posi_
tion, the lower switch bail lever is pivoted away
from the switch operating lever, and the switch
is closed. The tape-out lever (fig. Bg) is
pivoted clockwise away from the upper switch
bail lever and is held in this position by the
message tape installed in the tape transmitter.
The following chart summarizes the sequence
of events that occurs when the end of the mes_
sage tape passes through the distributor_trans-
mitter:

TAPE-OUT LEVER OPERATION SEQUENCE CHART

End of the message tape passes through the
sensing mechanism.

Tape-out lever, no longer blocked by the mes_
sage tape, pivoted counterclockwise by its
spring.

Tape-out lever moves upper switch bail lever
clockwise.

Lower end of the upper switch bail lever
moves the switch operating lever toward
stop-start switch and opens the stop_start
switch.

Clutch magnet deenergizes and stops trans_
mission (par. T1).

58. Tight-Tope Lever
The tight-tape lever stops transmission from

the tape transmitter when the message tape
becomes excessively tight, and prevents the
feed holes in the message tape from being torn
or damaged. To accomplish this the message
tape is threaded through the hole in the tight-
tape lever. This permits the lever to rise and
open the stop-start switch in the clutch magnet
circuit when the message tape becomes taut.

wise, and the lower switch bail lever is pivoted
clockwise. The tieht-tape lever is in its coun-
tercloekwise position, out of engagement with
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the lower switch
chart summarizes
the message tape

bail lever. The following
the sequence of events when
becomes taut.

spring holds the clutch magnet armature piv-
oted in its clockwise position so that it latches
the blocking end of the camshaft stop lever. A
pro.iection in the middle of the camshaft stop
lever engages a tooth on the stop lever cam,
blocking the rotation of the camshaft. When
the clutch magnet is energized (B, fig. 40), the
magnetic field of force produced in the magnet
attracts the rear end of the clutch magnet
armature, pivoting the clutch magnet arma-
ture counterclockwise to unlatch the block-
ing end of the camshaft stop lever. The fric-
tion clutch then operates to turn the camshaft,
moving the camshaft stop lever out of the path
of the tooth on the stop lever cam. As the hieh
point of the stop lever cam passes the projec-
tion on the camshaft stop lever, the camshaft
stop lever spring pivots the camshaft stop lever
b.ack into the path of the second tooth on the
stop lever cam and permits the clutch magnet
armature to again engage the blocking end of
the camshaft stop lever if the magnet is de-
energized.

c. The sequence chart in paragraph 73 sum-
marizes the sequence of operations for the tape
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END
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TIGHT-TAPE LEVER SEQUENCE CHART

Cluteh magnet is ener-
gized, and tape trans-
mitter is transmit-
ting.

Message tape starts to tighten, raising the
loop end of the tight-tape lever.

Projection on the tight-tape lever strikes the
bottom of the lower switch bail lever, caus-
ing it to pivot counterclockwise.

Top of the lower switch bail lever strikes the
upper switch bail lever, moving the upper
switch bail lever clockwise against the
switch operating lever.

Switch operating lever moves to the left and
opens the normally closed stop-start switch,
deenergizing the clutch magnet and stop-
ping transmission (par. 69).

STOP-START
LEVER OETENT

STOP-START LEVER swtTcH
BAIL LEVEF

S:WITCH OPERATING
LEVER

STOP-START
swtTcH

Tight-tape lever in
counterclockwise
position.

TIGHT-TAPE
LEVER

LOWER SWITCH
BAIL LEVER

TM2277-39

Figure 39. Control leaer mechanism.

69. Control Mechonism
a. The control mechanism regulates the

starting and stopping of the camshaft as di-
rected by the tight-tape lever, start-stop lever,
and tape-out lever. It consists of the clutch
magSet (fig' 40), a clutch magnet armature,
camshaft stop lever, and the stop lever cam,
which is part of the transmitter camshaft
assembly.

b. The control mechanism controls the start-
ing and stopping of the camshaft. When the
clutch magnet is deenergized (A, fig. 40) and
the tape transmitter is stopped, the armature

40

Figwe 40. Camsh,aft control mechanism.

B. neleaseD coNDrrroN
(TRANSM ISSION STARTED) TM2277-40

{-.-i
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transmitter and shows the relationship of the
control mechanism to the other operations.

70. Tope Sensing Mechonism
The tape sensing mechanism transrates the

holes punched into a message tape into me_
chanical settings. It consists of five identical
code sensing levers (fig. 4f ) and sensing lever
springs, a sensing lever restoring bail, and a
sensing lever restoring cam that i* p"ri of the
camshaft assembly.

a. The five code sensing levers are mounted
on the code sensing Iever stud in such a man-
ner that the pins at the end of the code sensing
levers are alined with the code hores that arepunched into a message tape and constitute theteletypewriter code group for the retter orfunction to be transmitted (fig. BZ). Wt .r,
the camshaft is in the at rest position, the sens_ing lever restoring bail (fi+. 4L) is held at itsfarthest clockwise positior Lv the sensing lever
restoring cam, holding the pin end of th"e codesensing levers down and out of engagement
with the message tape.

b. When the camshaft starts to rotate (par.
69), the sensing lever restoring bail cam' tot_Iower moves to the low portion of the sensing
Iever restoring cam, pivoting the sensirrg l"u."restoring bail counterclockwise and r.i"r.ir,g
the code sensing levers. The code sensing Ieversprings pivot the code s ensing levers counter_
clockwise, raising the pin end upward into
engagement with the message tape.

c. If the message tape has no hole above thepin of a code sensing lever, the counterclock-
wise movement of the code sensing lever isblocked and the code sensing lever is positioned
Io" a spacing impulse. ff tfre message tapehas a hole above the pin of the code *.rr*irrs

lever, the counterclockwise movement of the
code sensing lever continues, positioning the
code sensing lever for a marking impulse. Inthis manner, the five code sensing L',o.r* ,r.positioned in the marking or spacing position
for the code group to be transmitted.

d. The sequence chart in paragraph ZB sum_
marizes the sequence of operations for the tape
transmitter and shows the relation of the tape
sensing mechanism to the other operations.

71. Code Tronsmitting Mechonism
The code transmitting mechanism converts

the mechanical settings of the sensing mech-
anism into electrical impulses which can betransmitted to the signal line. It consists offive selector levers (fig. 4Z), a camshaft, atransmitter contact bail, and transmitter sta-'tionary contacts. Start and stop i-pui*, ,".transmitted through the interoperation of thepermanenfly ratched stop-start serector lever
ff's. +g) and its associated stop_start cam.a. If a hole is present in thl message tape,

the code sensing rever associated with i-h! cooe
impulse is moved to the marking position (par.70). In this position, the latching end of thecode sensing lever (A, fis. 42) engages thenotched end of its associated ,elecio" lever,latching the upper end of the selector lever inplace. When the lobe of the associated 

-cam

moves against the center projection of theselector Iever, the bottom of the selecto"l.u."
is forced to move toward the transmitter con-tact bail, pivoting the transmitter contact bailclockwise and causing the contact on the trans_mitter contact bail to touch the stati";;;.orr-
taet to send a current impulse.

b. If no hole is pr.r"rrt in the message tape,the movement of the code sensing lever isblocked (par. z0), and the code ..r.irrg rever isprevented from latching the selector lever (8,flg. 42). As the lobe of the associated camrotates against the center projection of theselector lever, the top of the selector lever isfree to move and the selector lever pivots *rr-terclockwise. This permits the transmitter
contact bail spring to open the transmitter
contacts, causing a no_current or spacing im-pulse.

c. The start-stop impulses are transmitted
when the permanenily Ltrfr.a stop-start ..fu._tor lever is moved by the stop_star t cam on the

MESSAGE
z TAPE

SELECTOR
LEVER

SELECTOR LEVERSPRING

Figure /11.

'|AGO 3?80A

SENSING LEVER
RESTORING BA!L

SENSING LEVER
RESTORING CAM

TM2?77_41

Tape sensing mechanism.
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camshaft. When the camshaft is stopped, the
lobe of the stop-start cam is pressed against
the center projection of the stop-start lever
(A, fig. 43), forcing the lower end of the asso-

ciated selector lever against the transmitter
contact bail to hold the mark transmitter con-
tacts closed. When the camshaft starts to
rotate, the high portion of the stop-start cam
moves away from the center projection of the
stop-start selector lever and the stop-start se-
lector lever (8, fig. 43) is pivoted counterclock-
wise by the selector lever spring, permitting
the transmitter contact bail spring to pivot the
transmitter contact bail and open the mark
transmitter contacts. This causes a no-cur-
rent, start impulse to be transmitted. As the
camshaft nears the end of its half revolution,
the cam lobe again moves against the center
projection of the stop-start selector lever to
close the transmitter contacts, sending a mark-
ing, stop impulse.

d. The cams on the camshaft are arranged
to operate each selector lever in turn, causing
the impulse associated yrith that selector lever
to be sent at pr€cisely the correct instant, and
to give the start and code impulses a duration

LATCHING END OF
CODE SENSING MESSAGE
LEVER TAPE

STATIONARY
cor{TAGT

TRANSMITTER
CONTACT BAIL
SPRING

SELECTOR
LEVER

STAT
coitTAGT

TRANSM ITTER
CONTACT BAIL
SPRING

TRANSMITTER
BAIL

B. sPActNG .cooE rMpuLsE inzzTrqz

Figure 42. Transmission of marking and spacing code
impulse.
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TRANSMlTTER
CONTACT BAIL

STOP SELECTOR
LEVER LATCH

STOP-START
CAM

SELECTOR

A. sroP lrPULsE

LEVER
SPRING

SPACE CONTACTS

STOP SELECTOR

LEVER LATCH

STATIONARY
TERMINAL

BAIL TERMINAL

BAIL SPRING

TRANSMITTER CONTACT
BAIL

B. srART IHPULSE TMZ277-43

Figure 43. Transmnssion of start and. stop impulses.

of. 22 milliseconds and the stop impulse a dura-
tion of 31 milliseconds at 60 words per minute
speed.

e. The sequence chart in paragraph 73 sum-
marizes the sequence of operations for the tape
transmitter and shows the relationship of the
code transmitting mechanism to the other oper-
ations.

72. Tope Feed Mechonism
( fis. aa)

The tape feed mechanism feeds the message
tape through the tape transmitter and posi-
tions the message tape to permit the sensing
mechanism to sense the perforated code group
and advance the message tape after each code
group is transmitted. It consists of a tape
feed lever, tape feed lever c8il, tape feed claw,
tape feed claw spring, tape feed retracting
lever cam, tape feed retracting lever, and tape
feed retracting lever spring. Tape feed occurs
immediately after the transmission of each
code group. Tape feeding is done in two dis-
tinct movements-a horizontal movement in
which the tape feed claw moves from the front
toward the back of the distributor-transmitter,
and a vertical movement in which the tape feed
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claw raises and lowers to engage and disengage
the feed holes in the messag:e tape.

TAGO 3?8OA

the tape feed retracting lever cam and the tape
feed retracting lever moves ilre tape feed craw
vertically, upward to engage the feed holes in
the message tape and downward to disengage
the feed holes after feeding.

FEED RETRACTING
SPRING

TAPE FEED CLAW

TAPE FEED CLAW SPRING

LEVER SPRING

APE FEED LEVER STUD

LEVER

TAPE
FEED

FEEO

TAPE
LEVER ED

ING
TAPE
RETR

TAPE FEED
RETRACTING
LEVER

FE
ACT

,l
COOE SENSING LEVER STUD

B. veRrrcAL MovEMENT rwzzrr-44

Figure 4I. Tape feed, mechanism.

73. Summory of Tope Tronsmitter Op_
erotions

The following sequence chart summarizes the
sequence of operations for the tape transmitter
and shows the relationship of lne tape feed
cycle to the other operations. It assumes that
a messag'e tape is properly installed in the tape
transmitter.

A. HoRtzoNTAL MovEMENT
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TAPE TRANSMITTER OPERATION SEQUENCE CHART

Stop-start lever moved to the START position. 10

Clutch magnet energized, magnetizing the
laminated core (B, fig.  0).

Clutch magnet armature pivoted counterclock-
wise by the clutch magnet, releasing cam-
shaft stop lever (B, fig. 40).

TAPE TRANSMITTER OPERATION SEQUENCE CHART

Camshaft causes No. 1

selector lever to pivot
at top, rotating bot-
tom, if Iatched
(marking) (A, fig.
42) or pivot at bot-
tom, rotating top, if
not latched (spac-
ins) (8, fig. 42).

Transmitter contact
bail moved to mark-
ing or spacing posi-
tion sending No. 1

marking or spacing
impulse (fie. 42).

Camshaft stop lever pivots
freeing stop lever cam (B,

counterclockwise,
fig. a0).

Friction clutch
operates.

I 
Camshaft starts rotat-

I ire (8, fig. 40).

Sensing lever restoring bail moves into low part
of sensing lever restoring cam, code sensing
levers raise (fie. 41).

11

t2

13

Tape feetl claw moves
with tape feed holes

Second, third, andiTape feed claw moves
fourth code impulses , forward (A, fig. 44),
sent (fig. 42). 

I

down out of engagement
(B, fig. 44).

Code sensing levers
strike message tape
(fis. 4r).

If code sensing lever is
alined with hole in
message tape (mark-
ing), it latches selec-
tor lever (A, fig. 42).
If code sensing lever
is alined with no hole
in message tape
(spacing), it does
not latch selector
lever (8, frg. 42).

en-
(B,

t

IFifth code impulse sent
fie. a2).

Feed claw rises to
gage with holes
fis. 4a).

L4 Stop impulse sent
fig. 43).

(A, Code sensing levers
lowered by cam ac-
tion out of way of
message tape (fig.
J1).

Stop-start cam allows selector lever spring to
pull start-stop selector lever counterclockwise 15

(8, fig. 43).

16

Section lll. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTIONS

lm-

Tape feed lever
allowing tape
feed lever to
tape one space

moves to low part of cam,
feed Iever spring to pull tape
the rear, moving the message
(A, fig. 1l).

Tape transmitter ready to transmit another
code group.

74. Motor Circuit TT-t 22A/FG
(fig. a5)

Power is applied to the synchronous motor
through two 1-ampere fuses, F1 and F2. When
POWER switch SB is closed, current flows
through the 3.75-microfarad (rrf ) part of
capacitor Cl and the start winding. The coil
of motor start relay Kl and the run winding
of the motor are also energized. When
the coil of relay Kl is energized, it closes
its contact and places a 10-ohm resistor and a
5-p.f capacitor in parallel with 3.75-prf capacitor
of Cl that is in series with the start winding.
This increases the effective capacity in series
with the start winding and provides the initial

44

torque to start the armature rotating. As the
armature gains speed, the current that flows
through the motor (and also the coil of relay
Kl) decreases. When a predetermined current
value is reached, relal- K1 deenergizes and its
contact opens. The start rvinding circuit re-
mains completed through the 3.75-p.f capacitor.
The motor armature continues to accelerate
until it reaches 3,600 rpm.

75. Motor Circuit TT-l 23/./FG
(fig. a6 )

Power is applied to the series-governed
motor through trro 1.6-ampere fuses. When
POWtrR switch S3 is closed, current flows

TAGO 3?8OA
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through filter FLz, the field coils, armature,
and governor contacts and causes the motor
armature to rotate. The motor speed is con-
trolled by the opening and closing of the gov_
ernor contacts that are in parallel with Z5O-
ohm resistor Rl. When the motor speed is
below 3,600 rpr, the g:overnor contacts are
closed and the resistor is shorted out; maxi_
mum current flows through the field coils of
the motor, and the speed increases. When the
motor is running above 8,600 rpfl, centrifugal
force causes the governor contacts to open.
This removes the short from across the 2b0_
ohm resistor and reduces the amount of cur-
rent through the field coils and the speed de_
creases. Filter F.LZ and capacitors C16 and
CtT suppress radio frequencies generated by
the governor contacts and the motor commu-
tator. Capacitor Cl and the 10-ohm portion of
Rl, suppresses arcing at the governor contacts.
The suppression lessens interference with asso-
ciated electronic equipment.

76. Clutch Mognet Circuit
(figs. 4E aid 46)

The circuit for clutch magnet L1 must be

deenergize, and transmission stops. The clutch
magnet is energized direcfly by ac input. When
stop-start switch 51 is in the STOP or FEED
RETRACT position, the clutch magnet circuit
is open and transmission stops.

77. Dc Send Circuit
(figs. 45 and 46)

Transmitter contacts 52 are in series with
the signal line. When the camshaft is allowed
to rotate (par. Gg), the transmitter contacts
are opened and closed in sequence and the se-
lected code impulses are sent to the line. When
the camshaft is idle, the send circuit is com_
plete from .terminal 2 of. terminal board TB1
through filter FLl to the movable transmitter
contact bail and the stationary mark eontact
to terminal 1 of terminal board TB1.

TAGO 3?8OA
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XOTES:
I. THE SMALL NUTBER ON EACH WIRE (ADJICE|.T TO THE COMMON OR EASE LIN€I CORRESPONOS TO THE

LARGE NUMEER ADJACENT TO TH€ STATIq TO UIHICH THE WIRE RUNS.

2. 85 OENOTES EARE WIRE STRAP.
s. C:::tsDENorEs' SHIELDEo ooir€crlois.

Figure 47. Distributor-Transmitter- TT--7224/ FG, wiring diagram.
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Figure [8. Distributor-Transmitter TT-tzgA/FG, utiring diagram.
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CHAPTER 5

FIELD MAINTENANCE

78. Tools
a. GeneraL Tool Equipment TE-50-B is re-

quired for maintenance of the distributor-
transmitters. Tool Equipments TE-50 and
TE-50-A do not include the special wrenches
and gages contained in Tool Equipment TE-
50-B. .Organizations which have Tool Equip-
ments TE-50 and TE-50-A may requisition
the additional tools in accordance with appro-
priate supply bulletins.

b. Additional Tools. In addition to the
above-listed tools required for normal shop
maintenance, the necessity for reworking old
parts or making new parts may require other
metal cutting tools, such as drill sets, taps and
dies for National Coarse and National Fine
thread sizes, s 1'7^-inch electric hand drill, ad-
justable tap wrenches and die stocks, a metal
handsaw, and a tlo-inch chisel. Welding and
brazing equipment may also be required for
occasional emergency repairs. This equipment
should be operated only by authorized skilled
personnel.

79. Test Equipment ond Mointenonce
Moteriols

a. Test Equtpment. The following chart lists
the test equipment required for maintenance of
the distributor-transmitter, the applicable
technical manual for each itenr of test equip-
ment, and the function of the equipment:

Section l. PREREPAIR PROCEDURES

Equipment

Ohmmeter
zM-zL/U

Distortion Test Set
T5-383*/CG.

Multimeter
ME_77 /U

Technical
manual Function

e

t

b

a

o

TM 11-20504

TM TL_22I7

To make dielectric
tests.

To check the trans-
mitted signal.

To measure volt-
age, current, and
resistance.

b. Mainterurnce Materinls.
materials required are listed
chart:

The maintenance
in the following

Stock No.

s
t
c

s
o

(

Orangestick
Brush, toothbrush style
Cheesecloth, bleached, 36 in.

wide.
Cloth, emery, crocus, 9 x 11 in.

sheets.
Cleaning compound, liquid

form.
Paper, cleaning, Bell Seal

. Bond, l+ x 2\h in.
Sandpaper, flint No. 0000,

9 in. x 10 in.
Solvent, dry cleaning (SD)
Compound, antiseize
Brush,sash, 1x%in.
Tape TL-636/U
Tape TL-83
Grease, KS7471
oil, KS7470

5L2M084036 (Fed)
53-8-121610 (QMC)
62L989 (SisC)

42L20420-50
(Ord C)

793H95-9542 (Fed)

753(H88-2352 (Fed)

42-P-LL54-L0 (Ord C)

51-5-4385-1 (QMC)
52-2724.5000.080 (CE)
3H567.300.200 (CE)
597V296-1175 (Fed)
5970-184-2003 (Fed)
6G650 (SigC)
6G1325 (SigC)

t
(
c
t
S

s

f
F

p

h

E

tt

t

a
d
b
T

Section ll. INSPECTING, CLEANING, AND LUBR.ICATING t
s
(

c
80. Inspection Procedure

When the distributor-transmitter arrives at
a repair shop for maintenance, the first step is
to determine the nature and extent of the re-

50

pairs required. The inspection should include
the following checks:

a. Examine the general condition of the cov-
ers.
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b. See that the machine is complete (par. b).
c. Turn the motor over by hand and check

for motor bind or visual signs of overheating.
d. Check all gears for excessive wear, back-

lash, or looseness.
e. Examine all bearings for wear, bind, or

signs of overheating.
f . Inspect all mechanical assemblies for signs

of damage during transit.
g. Examine all castings for signs of cracks

or broken portions.
lL. Check the condition of the wiring and

electrical cords.

81. Cleoning Procedures
The equipment should be cleaned thoroughly

before any repair work is performed. Remove
all dirt, grit, particles of paper tape, and oil
or grease as described in o through d below.

a. Motor Dust Couer. Remove the three
shoulder screws that hold the motor dust cover
to the base frame; remove the motor dust
cover. Clean the outer surfaces with a cloth
slightly moistened with water. To remove oil
or grease stains, moisten the cloth with solvent
(Sn;.

b. Tape Tran^smitter. Remove the tape
transmitter as described in paragraph g}a.
Clean the mechanisms with solvent (SOy or
cleaning compound. Do not immerse any of
the ball bearings or bronze oil-impregnated
sleeve bearings in a cleaning fluid. They are
self-lubricating and immersion would be harm-ful. Parts with a black metallic finish have a
protective, corrosion-resistant finish. These
parts should neaer be dipped in u cleaning flui,il
longer than is necessurA to remnae the dirt.
E rtended immersion is harmful to the protec-
tiue firaish. After such cleaning, lighfly spray
these parts with oil.

Note. Do not use gasoline as a eleaning fluid. Ifan emergency requires the use of a substitute for
the recommended cleaning fluids, fuel oil (DF_A) may
be used until the proper cleaning fluid is obtained.
Ncver use carbon tetrachloride.

c. Motor. Remove Ioose dust and dirt from
the exterior of the motor with a clean, dry
sash brush. use a cloth dampened with solvent
(SO1 to remove oil and gummy deposits. Be
careful not to damage the wiring.

d. Base Frame and, Associnted, parts. Re_
move loose dust, dirt, and tape particles with
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a sash brush. Remove oil and grease deposits
with a cloth moistened with solvent (SD). If
the base frame and terminal unit are extremely
dirty, it may be necessary to remove the com_
ponents of the terminal unit to clean the unit
thoroughly. Use a cloth slighfly dampened
with water to clean the rubber-covered cords.
Brush the dust and dirt from the wiring and
electrical components with a dry sash brush.

82. Rustproofing ond Pointing
a. If the finish on the motor dust cover, tape

transmitter covers, or base frame becomes
badly scratched or scarred, rust and corrosion
may be prevented by touching up bared sur_
faces. Use No. 0000 sandpaper to clean the
surfaces down to the bare metal. Obtain a
bright, smooth finish. Do not use steel wool;
minute particles of steel wool can enter the
electrical parts and cause harmful internal
shorting and grounding of circuits.

b. When a touchup job is necessary, apply
paint with a small brush. When ,o*."oo*
scars and scratches warrant complete repaint_
ing, rernove the unit from service. Remove
slight rust from corroded metal by cleaning
with solvent (SO1. In severe cases, it may be
necessary to use solvent (Sny to soften the
rust and then sandpaper to complete the prepa_
ration for painting. place protective masking
in advance, over all areas where paint is not
required or where it may cause damage. Then
spray paint over the entire surface. The paint
to be used will be authorized in accordance
with existing regulations. Restore moisture_
proofing and fungiproofing.

83. Lubricotion, Assembly, ond Opero-
tionol Test

When the components are thoroughly cleaned
(par. 81), all parts that are susceptible to wear
should be examined carefully for traces of
excessive wear. Worn par
and adjusted according to
graphs 88 through 10b.
should be given to gear teeth, sleeve bearings
and shafts, ball bearings, and surfaces of cams
and associated levers.

a. Lubricati,on. After replacement of worn
parts, lubricate each mechanical assembly as
described in paragraph 94. If evidence of
overheating or wear is discovered at points
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that are normally selflubricating (oil-impreg-
nated parts), restore lubrication to these parts
by immersion for 20 minutes in oil, lubricating,
Signal Corps stock No. 6GL325, heated to
140'F.

b. Assembly. As each of the disassembled
mechanisms is lubricated, replace it on the unit.
Renew the coating of antiseize compound on
any steel screws that are to be screwed into
aluminum or magnesium castings. This coat-
ing is necessary because steel screws, unless
coated with this compound, have a tendency to
seize in the casting, making future removal
of the screws very difficult.

c. Operutional Test After the distributor-
transmitter is assembled, an operational test
must be made of the complete unit. Prepare
the distributor-transmitter for testing and test
as described in paragraph 19. If the distribu-
tor-transmitter operates improperly, locate the
fault by using the troubleshooting chart (par.
87). If the distributor-transmitter operates
properly, it should be subjected to a prolonged
test run before being installed into the commu-
nication system. Under normal conditions,
equipment should be test run for at least 1

hour to minimize the possibility of failure after
installation.

U

D

c

Section lll. TROUBLESHOOTING AT FIELD

MAINTENANCE LEVEL

84. Generol
The troubleshooting information presented

in this section consists of a series of opera-
tional, mechanical, and electrical checks to be
performed by qualifled maintenance personnel.
The procedure is designed to isolate a specific
part, a maladjustment, or an electrical com-
ponent that is causing trouble in the distribu-
tor-transmitter.

85. Locolizing Electricol Troubles
Some electrical troubles may be located visu-

ally. Others require methodical testing of each
circuit (fis. a7 or 48), and testing of individual
components in each circuit. Be sure that the
power cord plug is pressed firmly into the
power outlet and the signal cord plug into the
associated jack. If the motor fails to operate,
with the POWER switch in the ON position,
check the two fuses at the rear of the base

frame (fig. 4). Check the power output at the
power outlet.

85. Locolizing Mechonicol Troubles
Most mechanical troubles may be located by

manually turning the motor shaft and carefully
observing the sequence of operations in para-
graphs 70 through 74. If this procedure is to
be followed, hold the clutch magnet armature
in the energized position to permit the dis-
tributor-transmitter camshaft to rotate.

87. Troubleshooting Chort
The most common troubles, probable causes,

and corrective actions are listed in the chart
below. Both electrical and mechanical troubles
are listed, but they are not separated into
groups hecause some faulty conditions may be
caused by either type of trouble. Several
probable causes are listed for most troubles,
but they rarely occur at the same time. The
troubleshooter must determine by a thorough
check of each item which one causes the par-
ticular trouble under investigation. The trou-
bles listed are common to both distributor-
transmitters unless otherwise indicated.

D

D

C

T

Probable cause

fails to start. Power input fuse blown.
Failure of power source.

Governor spring loose or broken
(TT-123A/FG).

Governor electrical contacts dirty or
pitted (TT-123A/FG).

Open field or armature winding.

Replace fuse (fig. 4).
Correct defect or use another

source.
Repair or replace

power

s2).

Clean, burnish, or replace contacts
(par. 92).

Replace motor (par. 89).
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Symptom Probable cause

]fotor runs but speed is erratic.

Distributor-transmitter causes
and noises in local radio
ment.

clicks
equip-

Distributor-transmitter camshaft
does not rotate.

Camshaft rotates but distributor_
transmitter cannot transmit code
signals to the line.

Distributor-transmitter transmits
garbled copy.

Distributor-transmitter transmits
only the blank combination.

Camshaft rotates continuously.

Tape does not feed properly.

Brushes
Governor

pitted
Improper

badly worn (TT-1Z3A/FG).
electrical contacts dirty or

(TT-123A/FG).
grounding.

Filter assemblies in motor circuit
open.

Clutch magnet L1 not energized.

Clutch magnet armature does
clear stop lever.

Friction
ment.

Signal circuit shorted.

Line current not furnished
ated equipment.

Transmitter contacts
adjustment.

clutch dry or out of

dirty or out

adjust-

by associ-

bail spring weak

or out of adjust-

dirty or out of

bail spring weak.
levers or selector

dirty or out

spring or feed claw

bent out of engage-
tape feed claw.

Transmitter contact
or broken.

Friction clutch dry
ment.

Transmitter contacts
adjustment.

Transmitter contact
Bind in the sensing

levers.
Transmitter contacts

adjustment.
Selector lever
Code sensing
Code sensing

of

comb out of adjustment.
lever spring weak.
levers binding.

switch shorted.
linkage out of adjustment.
stop lever binding.

Stop-start
Tape-out
Camshaft

Tape feed lever
spring weak.

Tape feed lever
ment with the

Clutch magnet armature spring
weak or broken.

Stop lever spring weak or broken.
Feed tape claw bent, broken, or bind_

ing.

Correction

Replace
Clean,

(par.
GrounC

L2).

Check lubricant and adjust
tension (pars. B4d and, 57,).

Check circuit connections and
nal circuit (par. 16).

Check current supply.

Clean contacts and adjust
28c(3) and 48).

Replace spring (par. 100).

brushes (par. g1).
burnish, or replace contacts
e2\.
distributor-transmitter (par.

sprlng

the sig-

(par.

and
34d

(par.

and 'read-

54).
(par.28c(3)

not

Check filter circuits and replace if
defective (fie. ab or 46, par. 91b).

Check tape-out linkage adjustment
(par. 56). Check clutch magnet
Ll circuit (par. 76c).

Check armature eccentric stud and
laminated core adjustments (pars.
46 and, 47\.

of

Check friction clutch lubricant
adjust spring tension (par.
and 57).

Clean contacts and adjust
28c(3) and 48).

Replace spring (par. 100).
Eliminate cause of bind

just if necessary (par.
Clean or adjust contacts

and 48).
Adjust comb (par. 4b).
Replace springs (par. gZ).
Readjust comb to eliminate bind

(par. 45).

Replace spring (par. 101).

Replace
Repair

e7).
Replace

spring (par. 98).
or replace if necessary (par.

springs (par. 9Z).

Straighten
gage it
(pars. 97

tape
with
and

feed
the
e8).

lever and en-
tape feed claw

-{GO 3?80A
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Section IV. REMOVAL AND

88. Genersl
This section describes the procedures re-

quired to completely overhaul the distributor-
transmitter. When disassembling the various
parts and assemblies, disconnect the power and
signal line connections. When reassernbling
the components, be sure that mating gears, the
clutch assembly, and mechanical linkages are
engaged before tightening the holding screws
or bolts. Do not tighten screws, nuts, or bolts
excessively. Steel screws should be coated with
antiseize compound, before they are inserted
into magnesium or aluminum castings. If
springs are removed, tag them to identify their
location.

Caution: Dangerous voltages exist in this
equipment. Turn off the power before making
any connections or replacing any parts within
the equipment.

89. Removol ond Replocement of Motor
(fig. ae)

a. Remoaal.
(1) Remove the three shoulder screws (1,

fig. 63) that hold the motor dust cover
(8 or 9) to the base frame (24) ; re-
move the motor dust cover.

(2) Remove the four machine screws (1,
fig. 61), lockwashers (2 and b), and
flat washers (3) that hold the bottom
plate (4) to the base frame; remove
the bottom plate.

(3) Disconnect the leads on the motor
cable from terminal board TBB ; tag
the leads. On the TT-123A /FG, re-
move the machine screw and lock-
washer that hold the grounding lead
of the motor cable to the base frame.

(4) Remove the four machine screws (1,
fig. 50 or 51) and lockwashers (2)
and flat washers (3) that hold the
motor to the base frame; remove the
motor.

b. Changing Driae Gearset.
(1) Remove the motor as described in a

above.
(2) Remove the machine screw (L4, fig.

63) and lockwasher (15) that hold the
motor driven gear (16) to the power
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shaft (23) ; remove the motor driven
gear.

(3) Remove the machine screw (4, fig. 50
or 51) and lockwasher (5) that hold
the worm gear (6) to the rear end of
the motor shaft; remove the worm
gear.

(4) Install the alternate worm gear on
the motor shaft; secure it to the
motor shaft with the machine screw
and lockwasher that retained the
wonn gear being replaced.

(5) Install the alternate motor driven
g:ear on the power shaft; secure it
with the maehine screw and lock-
washer that retained the motor-driven
gear being replaced.

c. Replnnement.
(1) Position the motor on the base frame;

secure with four machine screws (1,
fig. 50 or 51) and lockwashers (2)
and flat washers (3).

(2) Reconnect the motor cable to terminal
board TB3.

(3) Position the bottom plate on the base
frame; secure with four machine
screws (1, fig. 61), lockwashers (2
and 5) and flat washers (3) .

(4) Position the motor dust cover on the
base frame; secure with the three
shoulder screws (1, fig. 63).

(5) Adjust the drive gear set as described
in paragraph 40.

90. Disossembly ond Reossembly of Syn-
chronous Motor (TT-l 22A/FG\

(fis. 5o)

a. DisassemblE.
(1) Remove the motor as described in

paragraph 89o.
(2) Remove the machine screw (4) and

lockwasher (5) that hold the worm
gear (6) to the shaft of the rotor
(207 , remove the worm gear.

(3) Support the rotor shaft and drive the
pin (7) from the shaft.

(4) Remove the two setscrews (8) that
hold the motor shaft knob (9) to the
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(5)

(6)

shaft of the rotor; remove the motor
shaft knob.
Remove the four machine screws (10)
and lockwashers (11) that hold the
cover (18) to the stator (30).
Remove the three machine screws

TA PE

(12\ and lockwashers (13) that hold
the end plate (1a) to the cover (18) ;

remove the end plate, flat washer
(15), thrust pad (16), and flat washer
(17) from the end of the shaft of the
rotor.

,---/ 
MoroR Dusr covER

TRANSM TTER
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Figure 49. Major aomponents, enploded aiew"
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1 Machine screw, 10026
2 Lockwasher, 10431
3 Flat washer, 10481
4 Machine screw, 56124
5 Lockwasher, 10438
6 Worm gear, 52105
7 Pin, 50359
8 Setscrew, 10211
9 Motor shaft knob, 54217

10 Machine screw
11 Lockwashcr
LZ Machine screw
13 Lockwasher
L4 End plate
15 Flat washer

16
L7
18
19
20
2l
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Thrust pad
Flat washer
Cover
Air guide
Machine screw
Lockwasher
Cover
Flat washer
Thrust pad
Flat washer
Air guide
Ball bearing
Ball bearing
Rotor
Stator
Terminal, 20706

Note. Items 10 through 30 are part of 56854A.

Figure 50-Continued

(7) Remove the four machine screws (20)
and lockwashers (2L) that hold the
cover (22) to the stator (30); re-
move the cover and slide the flat
washer (23), thrust pad (24), flat
washer (25), and air guide (26) off
the shaft of the rotor.

(8) Remove the ball bearings (27 and 28)
from each end of the shaft of the
rotor. Remove the rotor (29\ from
the stator (30).

b. Reussembly.
(1) Reassemble the motor as indicated in

figure 50; the sequence for assem-
bling the parts is the reverse of the
disassembly sequence.

(2) Replace the motor as described in
paragraph 89c.

91. Disossembly ond Reossembly of Se-
ries-Governed Motor (TT-t 23l./
FG)

(fig. 51)
a. Disassembly.

(1) Remove the motor as described in
paragraph 89o.

(2) Remove the machine screw (4) and
lockwasher (5) that hold the worm
gear (6) to the armature shaft; re-
move the worm gear.

(3) Remove the pin (7) from the motor
armature shaft; remove the grease
seals (8 and 9) from the motor arma-
ture shaft.

(4) Remove the four machine screws (10)
and lockwashers (11) that hold the
cover (12) to the motor (54) ; re-
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move the cover. Remove the thrust
pad (13), lockwasher (14), and ball
bearing (15) from the armature
shaft.

(5) Remove the setscrew (16) that holds
the motor governor target (17) to the
shaft of the motor speed governor
base (4L\ ; remove the motor gover-
nor target (17).
Remove the two machine screws (18)
and lockwashers (19) that hold the
motor governor cover (20) to the
motor (54) ; remove the motor gov-
ernor cover.
Remove the two setscrews (21) that
hold the motor speed governor base
(41) to the motor armature shaft;
remove the assembled motor governor.
Remove the governor worm spring
(22) and the governor worm (23)
from the motor governor.

Remove the electrical contact brush
(24) from the motor governor.

(10) Remove the two electrical contact
brushes (25).

(11) Remove the motor brush shields
(42) and brush caps (43) ; remove
the motor brushes (aa).

(12) Remove the armature (48) from the
motor (54); remove the flat washer
(45), ball bearing (46), and flat
washer (47\ from the armature shaft.

b. Remoual and Replacement of Motor Ca-
pacitors.

(1) Disassemble the series-governed mo-

(6)

(7)

(8)

(e)
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28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
4L
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
DO

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
L2
13
L4
15
16
L7
18
l9
2Q
2L
22
23
24
25
26
27

Grease seal, 50949
Grease seal, 50949
Machine screw
Lockwasher
Cover
Thrust pad
Lockwasher
Ball bearins, 10?60
Setscrew, 16204

50303A

50311

ut, 10500

1A
507

er, 50301

rcw 50299

ent gear, 50278L
se, 512494

Brush, 56834A
Flat washer
Ball bearing, 10760
Flat washer
Armature, 51187
Machine screw
Lockwasher
Machine screw
Capacitor, 20205
Lockwasher
Motor, 5_1696 (includes items 10-lb and 42_EB\Terminal, 20706

Figure 5/-Continued

tor as described in a(L), (b), (6),
(7), and (11) above.

(2) Remove the four machine screws
(401 and lockwashers (bOy that hold
the cover to the motor; carefully
separate the cover and motor.

(3) Unsolder and disconnect the capacitor
(52) from the brush holder bushing
in the cover. Remove the machine
screw (51) that holds the capacitor
(52) to the cover; remove the capaci-
tor and lockwasher (bSy.

(4) Reassemble the capacitors in the
motor as indicated in figure 51 ; the
sequence for assembling the parts is
the reverse of the disassembly se_
quence.

c. ReassemblE. Check the motor governor
brushes (44). Clean them if they are dirty or
glazed; replace them if they are worn or
chipped.

(1) Reassemble the motor as indicated in
figure 51 ; the sequence for assembling
the parts is the reverse of the dis-
assembly sequence.

(2) Replace the motor as described in
paragraph 89c.

(3) Adjust the motor speed as described
in paragraph 14.
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92. Disossembly ond Reossembly of
Motor Governor

(fig. 51)

a. Disassembly.
(1) Remove the motor governor from the

motor as described in paragraph
91o(5) through (T).

(2) Remove the spring (26) from the
governor adjustment lever (86) and
from the grooved pin (27) ; remove
the grooved pin.

(3) Remove the self-locking hexagonal
nut (28), machine screw (29), and
lockwasher (80) that hold the elec_
trical contact (81) to the motor speed
governor base UL); remove the
electrical contact.

(4) Remove the plain hexagonal nut (82)
and lockwasher (BB) that hold the
electrical contact (aay to the motor
speed governor base (4L); remove
the electrical contact.

(5) Remove the cotter pin (Bb) that holds
the governor adjustment lever (BOy
to the governor adjustment screw
(38) ; remove the governor adjust_
ment lever.

(6) Remove the cotter pin (BZy from the
opposite end of the governor adj ust-
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ment screw (38) ; turn out the gov-
ernor adjustment screw from the
mounting on the motor speed gover-
nor base (41). Catch the flat washer
(39) and the motor governor adjust-
ment gear (40) as they fall from the
motor speed governor base.

b. ReassemblE. If necessary, clean or burn-
ish the g:overnor electrical contact points before
reassembly. Remove any built-up or pitted
portions of the contacts with a contact file. Do
not remove any more metal than is necessary.

(1) Reassemble the motor governor as
indicated in figure 51-; the sequence
for assembling the parts is the re-
verse of the disassembly sequence.

(2) Replace the series-governed motor as
described in pafagraph 89c.

(3) Adjust the speed of the series-gov-
erned motor as described in para-
graph 14.

93. Removol ond Replocement of Tope
Tro nsm itte r
(fis. ae)

a. Remoaal.
(1) Snap off the left srcte cover (6, fig.

52) of the tape transmitter.
(2) Disconnect the leads of the base elec-

trical components from terminal
board TB1 ; tag the leads.

(3) Remove the two machine screws (1,
fig. 60) and lockwashers (2) that
hold the tape transmitter frame to the
base frame; remove the tape trans-
mitter.

b. Replacement.
(1) Position the tape transmitter on the

base frame, carefully engaging the
distributor-transmitter driven gear
with the driving gear on the power
shaft. Secure with the two machine
screws (1, fig. 60) and lockwashers
(2).

(2) Connect the leads of the base electri-
cal components to terminal board
TB1.

(3) Install the left side cover (0, fi9. b2).
(4) Align the distributor-transmitter driv-

ing gear and driven gear as described
in paragraphs 4l and 42.

94. Disossembly ond Reossembly of Tope
Tronsmitter Covers
(J.s' 52)

a. Disassembly.
(1) Remove the tape transmitter from the

base frame as described in paragraph
934.

(2) Remove the two machine screws (2),
lockwashers (3), bushings (4) , and
grommets (5) that hold the front
plate (6) to the tape transmitter
frame; remove the front plate.

(3) Remove the four machine screws (Z),
lockwashers (8), bushings (9), and
gromrnets (10) that hold the inside
cover (11) to the tape transmitter
frame; remove the inside cover.

(4) Remove the setscrew (12) that holds
the tape cover latch stud (13) to the
tape cover bracket (30) ; remove the
tape cover latch stud. tape cover latch
(14) ; and tape cover latch spring
(15).

(5) Remove the pin (16) that holds the
tape cover (21) to the tape cover
bracket (30) ; remove the tape cover
spring (17) and the assembled tape
cover and tape guide (20).

(6) Remove the trr-o machine screws (18)
and setscre$-s ( 19 ) that hold the tape
guide (20) to the tape cover (Zl) ;

remove the tap'e gr.ride.
(7) Remove the fsso machine screws (ZZ),

lockrvasher-s (23 I . machine screw
(24), and loc.kisasher (ZS) that hold
the top cover r 33 ) to the frame; re-
move the top cc.. er. Remove the two
setscrews t26 and 2T ) from the top
cover.

(8) Remor e the rrso machine screws (28)
and iocr,sa-rhers (29) that hold the
tape cover block (30) to the top cover
( 33 ) : remore the tape cover bracket
and shims (31 and 32).

b. Reassentbly.
( 1) Reassemble the tape transmitter

cover as indicated in figure b2; the
sequence for assembling the parts is
the reverse of the disassembly se-
quence.

(2) Adjust the tape cover and top cover
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Figure 52. Tape transmitter co1)ers, enplod,ed,

as described in paragraphs b0 through 95.
bo.

(3) Replace the tape transmitter as de- a.
scribed in paragraph 9Bb.
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Tn2277-52

Disossently ond Reossembly of
.Tope_-Out Sensing Mechonism
(fig. 53)

Disassembly.
(1) Snap off the outside cover and remove



the front plate and top cover from
the tape transmitter as described in
parasraph 94a(2) and (8).

(2\ Remove the two plain hexagonal nuts
(f and 2) from the taPe-out lever
pivot shaft (5).

(3) Remove the two retainer rings (3 and
4) that hold the tape-out lever (7) in
place on the tape-out lever pivot shaft
(5) ; stride the tape-ou,b lever pivot
shaft from the eode sensingl lev'er
guide (12), removing the ta1+out
lever spring (6) and teP'out lever.

(4) Remove the rnaet'rine screw (8), lock-
washer (9), maehine scFew (10), and
lockwasher (11) that hold. the code

sensing lever guide ( 12) to the frame
of the tape transmitter; remove the
code sensing Iever guide"

b. Reassemblg.
(1) Reassemble the tape-out sensing

mechanism as shown in figure 53;
the sequence for assembling the parts
is the reverse of the disassembly se-
quence.

(2) Adjust the tape transmitter as de
scribed in paragraphs 49 and 56.

(3) Replace the tape transmitter covers
as described in paragraph 94b.

to

Disossembly ond ReossemblY of the
Operoting Levers

(fig. 5a)

Disassemblg.
(1) Remove the tape transmitter as de'

scribed in paragraph 93o.
(Z) Remove the covers from the taPe

transmitter as described in paragraph
94a.

(3) Remove the retainer ring (.I), that'
holds the tight-tape lever (2>, b the
pivot post on the tape transmitter
frame; remove the tight-tape, Iever.

(4) Remove the retainer ring' (a} that
holds the. upper switch bail lever (4)
to the pivot post on the tape lbrans-
mitter frame; remove the upper
switch bail lever.

(5) Unsolder the ends of the two wires
in the wiring har,ness (12) from the
solder lugs on stop-start switch S1
(11) ; tag the leads.

(6) Remove the self-loeking hexagonal
nut (5), machine screw (6), machine
screw (7), and lockwasher (8) that
hold stop-start switch 51 (11) to the
tape transmitter frame; remove stop-
start switch 51.

(7) Remove the machine screw (9) and
lockwasher (10) that hold the cable
clamp (13) to the frame.

(8) Disconnect the terminal lugs of the
wires at the other end of the wiring
harness from the terminal board; re-
move the wiring harness and the cable
clamp.

(9) Remove the retainer ring (14) that
holds the stop-start lever (15) to the
pivot stud on the frame; remove the
stop-start lever.

(10) Remove the retainer rings (16 and
L7\ from the pin (18) ; remove the
pin from the lower switch bail lever
(19) and from the tape transmitter
frame. Remove the lower switch bail
lever (19).

(11) Remove the stop-start lever detent
spring (20) from the stop-start lever
detent (22) and from the spring post
on the tape transmitter frame.

(LZ) Remove the retainer ring (21) and

96.

b.

llf .

d-

G

e

)

---_i TM2277-53

1 Plain hexagonal nut, 10504
2 Plain hexagonal nut, 10504
3 Retainer ring, 10969
4 Retainer ring, 10969
5 Tape-out lever pivot shaft, 527t8
6 Tape-out lever spring, 53156
7 Tape-out lever, 52824
8 Machine screw, 10003
9 Lockwasher, 10429

10 Machine screw, 10398
11 Lockwasher, L0429
L2 Code sensing lever guide, 5286I

Figure 53. Tape-out sensing mechanism, enploded aiew.

62 T-A.GO 37804
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the stop-start lever detent (ZZ1 from
the pivot post.

b. Reassembly.
(1) Reassemble the tape transmitter otrF

erating levers as indicated in figure
54; the sequence for assembling the
parts is the reverse of the disassembly
sequence.

(2) Replace the tape transmitter covers
as described in paragruph g4b.

(3) Replace the tape transmitter as de_
scribed in paragraph g3b.

97. Disosse-lly ond Reossembly of
Code Sensing Levers

(fig. 55)

a. Disassembly.
( 1) Remove the tape transmitter from the

base f,rame as described in paragraph
93a.

(2) Remove the tape transmitter covers
as decribed in paragraph g4a.

(3) Remove the five code sensing lever
springs (1) from the code sensing
levers (16, 17, 18, 20, and ZL) and
from the code sensing lever spring
post (5).

(4) Remove the tape feed retracting Iever
spring (2) from the tape feed retract_
ing lever (14) and from the code sens_
ing lever spring post (b).

(5) Remove the plain hexagonal nuts (g
and 4) from the code sensing lever
spring post (b) ; remove the code
sensing lever spring post from the
selector lever comb.

Tn2277-54

1
2
3
4
D

6
7
8
9

10
11

L2
13
L4
15
16
L7
18
19
20
2l
22

TAGO 3780.A

Figure 5.0. Tape transmitter operating leaers, enploded, aiezu.
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(6) Remove the tape feed claw spring
(6) from the tape feed claw (19) and
from the selector lever comb.

(7) Remove the set screw (7) that holds
the code sensing lever stud (13) in
the frame.

(8) Remove.the retainer rings (8, 9, 10,
11, and LZ) from the code sensing
lever stud (13) ; slide the code sens-
ing lever stud out of the code sensing
levers and the frame.

(9) Remove the tape feed retracting lever
(14), sensing lever restoring beil
(15),.code sensing lwers (16, 17" 18,

20, and 21) and the tape feed claw
(19) from the selector lever comb.

Reassembly.
(1) Reassemble the tape transmitter se-

lector levers as indicated in figure 55;
the sequence for assembling the parts
is the reverse of the disassembly se-
quence.

(2) Adjust the tape transmitter as de-
scribed in paragraphs 45 and 54.

(3) Replace the tape transmitter covers
as described in paragraph 94b.

(4') Replace the tape transmitter as de-
scribed in paragraph 93b.

b.

\- ./
\- -/\./

Tti2277-35

1 Code sensing lever spring, 53152
2 Tape feed retracting lever spring, 53154
3 Plain hexagonal nut, 10509
4 Plain hexagonal nut, 10509
5 Code sensing lever spring post, 50325
6 Tape feed claw spring, 53153
7 Set screw, 10209
8 Retainer ring, 10957
9 Retainer ring, 10957

10 Retainer ring, 10957

11 Retainer ring, 10957
12 Retainer ring, 10957
13 Code sensing lever stud, 52835
L4 Tape feed retracting lever, 528294
15 Sensing lever restoring bail, 52858
16 Code sensing lever, 52844
l7 Code sensing lever, 52844
18 Code sensing lever, 52844
19 Tape feed claw, 52836
20 Code sensing lever, 52844
2L Code sensing lever, 52844

leae.rs, erploded uieut.

64

Figure 55. Code sensing
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gg. Disqssembly ond Reossembly of Se-
lector Levers

(fis. 56)
Disussembly.
(1) Remove the tape transmitter from the

base frame as described in paragraph
93a.

(2) Remove the covers from the tape
transmitter as described in paragraph
94a.

(3) Remove the six selector lever springs
(1) from the anchor post (38) and
from the selector levers (4,7,10, 13,
16, and 19), and the camshaft stop
lever (22).

(4) Remove the retainer ring (2) that
holds the selector levers to the selector
lever stud (25). Remove the flat
washers (3, 6, 9, 15, 18, and 21), the
selector levers, and bearing shoes (5,
8, 11, t4, LT, and 20) alternately.
Remove the spacer collar (12) as
shown in sequence. Remove the cam-
shaft stop lever (22) and the sleeve
bearing (23).

(5) Remove the setscrew (24\ that holds
the selector lever stud (25) in the
frame; remove the selector lever stud.

(6) Remove the tape feed lever spring
(26) from the tape feed lever (2S)
and from the spring post on the tape
transmitter frame.

(7) Remove the retainer ring (27) hold-
ing the tape feed lever (28) to the
tape feed lever stud (30) ; remove
the tape feed lever.

(8) Remove the two machine screws (31)
and lockwashers (32) from the se-
Iector lever corirb (36) ; remove the
selector lever comb.

(9) Remove the two machine screws (33),
lockwashers (34), and the stop se-
lector lever latch (35) from the se-
lector lever comb (301.

(10) Remove the plain hexagonal nut
(37) from the anchor post (38); re-
move the anchor post.

Reassemblg.
(1) Reassemble the selector levers as in-

dicated in figure 56; the sequence for
assembling the parts is the reverse
of the disassembly sequence.

(2) Adjust the tape transmitter as de-
scribed in paragraphs 45 and, 64.

(3) Replace the tape transmitter covers
as described in paragruph 94b.

(4) Replace the tape transmitter as de-
scribed in paragraph 93b.

99. Disossembly ond Reossembly of Dis-
tributor-Tronsmifter Comshoft
(fig. 57)

a. Disassemblg.
(1) Remove the tape transmitter from the

base frame as described in paragraph
93a.

(2) Remove the tape transmitter covers
as described in paragraph 94a.

(3) Remove the selector levers , as de-
scribed in paragraph 98o.

(4) Remove the two machine screws (1)
that hold both halves of the friction
adjusting collar (2) to the drive collar
(5) ; remove the friction adjusting
collar and the friction clutch spring
(3).

(5) Remove the two setscrews (4) that
hold the drive collar (5) to the fric-
tion clutch disk and shaft (11) ; re-
move the drive collar, friction clutch
disk (6), friction plates (f and 9),
and distributor-transmitter driven
gear (8) from the friction clutch disk
and shaft.

(6) Remove the two setscrews (10) that
hold the friction clutch disk and shaft
(lf 1 to the camshaft (19) ; remove
the friction clutch disk and shaft and
the flat washer (LZ).

(7) Remove the two machine screws (13)
and lockwashers (14) that hold the
tape feed retracting lever cam (15) to
the camshaft (19) ; remove the tape
feed retracting lever cam, spacers (16
and 18), and sensing lever restoring
cam (17).

(8) Slide the camshaft from the ball bear-
ings (24 and 26) and remove the flat
washer (20) from the camshaft.

(9) Remove the two machine screws (2L),
lockwashers (22) , and flat washers
(23) that hold the ball bearing (24')
in place; remove the ball bearing

t

I

I

b.
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25

l

(24), spacing collar (25), and ball
bearing (26) .

b. Reassembly.

(4) Replace the tape transmitter on the
base frame as described in paragiapfr
93b.

(5) Adjust the friction crutch as described
in paragruph 87.

| 00. DisossembJV ond Reossembfy o f
. Tronsmitter Contocts
(fig. 5s)

a. Disassembly.
(1) Remove the tape transmitter from the

TM2277-57

g lever cam, 82g67

ing cam, b2g6g

04

2

5

1
2
3
4
,5

6
,

8
9

10
11
72
13

TAGO 37804

Figure 57. Distributot"-transmitter camsh,aft, enploded, aieu.
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(7)

(8)

base frame as described in paragraph
93a.

(2) Remove the tape transmitter covers
as described in paragraph 94a.

(3) Remove the two machine screws (1)
and four lockwashers (2) that hold
the transmitter contact cover (3) to
the tape transmitter frame; remove
the transmitter contact cover.

(4) Remove the two machine screws (4)
and lockwashers (5) that hold the
contact holder mounting (15) in
place.

(5) Unhook the transmitter contact bail
spring (6) from the spring post on
the contract holder mounting (15)
and from the hole in the transmitter
contact bail (9).

(6) Remove the machine screw (7), two
lockwashers (8), and two electrical
terminal lugs from the side of the con-
tact holder mounting.
Remove the two machine screws (10)
and lockwashers (11) that hold the
transmitter contact terminals (t2) to
the contact holder mounting.
Unsolder and disconnect the two spi-
raled electrical wires (14) from the
top of the stationary contacts (13);
remove the spiraled electrical wires
(14) and the stationary contacts (13)
from the contact holder mounting
(15).

(9) Remove the retainer ring (16) that
holds the transmitter eontact bail (9)
to the post (18) and remove the trans-
mitter contact bail.

(10) Remove the setscrew (17) that se-
cures the post (18) ; remove the post.

Reassembly.
(1) Position the post (18) in the tape

transmitter frame; secure with a set-
screw (17).

(2) Position the transmitter contact bail
(9) on the post (18) ; secure with a
retainer ring (16).

(3) Install the two stationary contacts
(1a1 in the contact holder mounting
(15).

(4) Solder the electrical wires (14) in the
slots in the top of the stationary con-
tacts (13).

(5) Insert the transmitter contact ter-
minals (12) in the threads of the sta-
tionary contacts (13), r/z to lVz
threads above the contact holder
mounting (15) ; hold the contacts in
place with the lockwashers (11) and
machine screws (101 but do not
tighten the screws.

(6) Position the two electrical terminal
lugs on the side of the contact holder
mounting (15) ; secure with the lock-
washers (8) and machine screw (7).

(7) Hook one end of the transmitter con-
tact bail spring (6) in the hole in the
transmitter contact bail (9) and the

)N
TM2277-5e

1 Machine screw, 10003
2 Lockwasher, 10403
3 Transmitter contact cover, 528C8A
4 Machine screw, 10009
5 Lockwasher, 10430
6 Transmitter contact bail spring, 51548
7 Machine screw. 10301
8 Lockwasher, 1d403
9 Transmitter contact bail, 5L582L

10 Machine screw, 10301
11 Lockwasher, 10403
12 Transmitter contact terminal, 57597
13 Stationary contact, 51588A
L4 Electrical wire, 51610
15 Contact holder mounting, 51595A
16 Retainer ring, 10949
17 Setscrew, 10209
18 Post, 52839

Figure 58. Transmitter contacts, erploded uiew.

b.
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other end on the spring post on the
contact holder mounting.

(8) Position the contact holder mounting
(1S1 so that the contacts are in cor-
rect alinement with the contacts of
the transmitter contact bail; secure
with the two lockwashers (5) and
machine scnews (4).

(9) Positiion the transmitter contact cover
(3) over the contact holder mounting;
secure with the two lockwashers (2)
and machine serews (1).

(10) Adjust the transmitter contacts as
described in paragraphs 43 and, 44.

(11) Replace the tape transmitter covers
a"s deseribed in paragraph 94b.

(12) Replace the tape transmitter as de-
scribed in paragraph 93b.

l0l. Disossembly ond Reossembly o f
Clutch Mognet Ll, Filter FLl,
ond Terminol Boord TBI

(fig. 5e)

a. Disussembly.
(1) Remove the tape transmitter from

the base frame as described in para-
- graph 93a.
(2) Rernove the tape transmitter covers

as described in paragraph 94a.
(3) Disconnect all leads from terminal

board TB1 (10) ; tag the leads.
(4\ Unsolder and disconnect the electrical

leads (1, 2, and 3) from filter FLl
(14) ; tag the leads.

(5) Remove the plain hexagonal nut (4),
lockwasher (5), and machine screw
(6) that hold the cable clamp (7) to
the terminal board mounting bracket
(2L) ; remove the cable clamp.

(6) Remove the four machine screws (8)
and lockwashers (9) that hold termi-
nal board TBl (10) and terminal
marker strip (11) to the terminal
board mounting bracket (2L); re-
move the terminal board and terminal
markerstrip.

(7) Remove the four machine screws (12)
and lockwashers (13) that attach fil-
ter FLl (1a1 to the filter mounting
bracket (20) ; remove filter FL1,

(8) Remove the machine screw (1b)' and
lockwasher (16) that hold the ground-

70

ing lead (17) ; remove the grounding
lead.

(9) Remove the four machine screws (18)
and lockwashers (19) that hold the
filter mounting bracket (20) and the
terminal board mounting bracket
(Zt) to the tape transmitter frame;
remove the filter mounting bracket
and the terminal board mounting
bracket.

(10) Remove the two machine screws
(22) , Iockwashers (23), and flat
washers QQ that hold clutch magnet
Ll (25, to the tape transmitter
frame; remove the clutch magnet L1.

(11) Remove the clutch magnet armature
spring (26) from the clutch magnet
armature (28) and from the spring
post on the tape transmitter frame.

(L2) Remove the retainer ring @) that
holds the clutch magnet armature
(28) to the pivot stud and remove the
clutch magnet armature.

(13) Remove the setscrew (29) that holds
the eccentric stud (SO1 in the tape
transmitter frame; remove the ec-
centric stud.

b. Reassembly.
(1) Reassemble the tape transmitter as

indicated in figure 59; the sequence
for assembling the parts is the reverse
of the disassembly sequence. Connect
the electrical leads as indicated in
figures 47 and 48.

(2) Replace the tape transmitter covers
as described in paragraph 94b.

(3) Replace the tape transmitter on the
base frame as described in paragraph
93b.

lO2. Disossembly ond Reossembly o f
Tope Tronsmitter Frome

(fig. 60)

a. Disassembly.
(1) Remove the tape transmitter from

the base frame as described in para-
graph 93o.

(2) Remove the tape transmitter covers
as described in paragraph 94a.

(3) Remove the tape transmitter mech-
anisms as described in paragraphs gb
through 101.

b-

6,
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(4) Rernove the two cover mounting posts
(3) from the distributor-transmitter
frame.

( 5 ) Remove any loose or damaged spring
post or pivot post from the distribu-
tor-transmitter frame. Support the
frame near the Post to be removed to
prevent distortion to the frame.

b. Reassemblg.
(1) Replace any spring post or pivot post

that has been removed by pressing it
into the tape transmitter frame at a

right angle to the plane of the frame.
(2) Install the two cover mounting posts

(3) in the tape transmitter frame.
(3) Replace the tape-transmitter mech-

anisms as described in paragraphs 95

through 101.

(4) Replace the tape transmitter covers
as described in Paragraph 94b.

(5) Replace the tape transmitter on the
base frame as described in paragraph
93b.

(6) Adiust the tape transmitter as de-
scribed in paragraphs 40 through 57.

| 03. Disossembly ond Reossembly o f
Bose Electricol Components (TT-
r22A/Fc)

(fig. 61)

a. Disassembly.
( 1) Invert the distributor-transmitter

unit so that it rests on the tape trans-
mitter top cover and the toP of the
motor dust cover.

(2) Remove the four machine screws (1),

K
1
2
3
4
5
6

Machine screw, 10030
Lockwasher, 10405

il post, 52873
52857

23

Figure 60. TaPe

fM2277-60

? Stop-start lever stud, 52854
8 Stop post, 52856
9 Detent lever stud, 52855

10 Spring post, 50455
11 Armature pivot stud, 52837
t2 Tape transmitter frame, 52674

transmitter frame, erPloded uieu-

71
I
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Figure 61. Base electri,cal cornponents (TT-1ZZA/FG), enploded oiew.
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31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
4I
42

Figure 67-Continued

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
DD

56
57
58
59
60

Power switch (S3), 20LL5 (includes items 80, 82,
and 33)

Plain hexagonal nut
Lockwasher

plate, 59706
0393
3

Fuse (F1 and F2), 20468
Plain hexagonal nut
Lockwashei
Flat washer

XF2) , 20458 (inclu.de,s
)

, 2ta4$
,21047

Jumper wire, 20642
Terminal board (TBB),
Terminal marker strip,
Drive screw, 10336
Nameplate, 59702
Rubber bumper, 11073

loekwashers (Z), and flat washers (B)
that hold the bottom plate (4) to the
base frame; remove the bottom plate
and four lockwashers (5).

(3) Disconnect the electrical leads from
all cornponents to be removed from
the base frame; tzg the leads.

(4) Remove the maehine serews ( O and
9), and lockwashers (T and, 10), that
holC the cable clamps (g and 11) to
the base frame; Remove the machine
screw (I2) and lockrvasher (1Sy that
hold the grounding lead of the power
cord (15) to the base frame. Remove
the cords and cables (74, IS, 16, ancl
17).

(5) Remove the four machine screws (1g)
and lockwashers (19) that hold the
mounting brackets (20) to the base
frame; remove the mounting brack_
ets, rubber pads (ZZ), and capacitor
c1 (2r) .

(6) Remove the two machine screws (2b)
and lockwashers (26) that hold relay
Kl (27) to the base frame; remove
relay K1.

TAGO 3?8OA

(7) Remove the two machine screws (28)
and lockwashers (29) that hold the
switch mounting plate (34) to the
base frame; remove the assembled
switch mounting plate and POWER
switch 53 (af 1. Remove the plain
hexagonal nut (30) that holds
POWtrR switch SB to the switch
mounting plate; remove POWER
switch S3, lockwasher (38), and plain
hexagonal nut (32).

(8) Remove the four machine screws (3b)
anC lockwashers (36) that hold the
mounting plate (46) to the base
frame; remove the assembled mount-
ing plate. Remove the fuse caps (BT)
and fuses F1 and F2 (88) from the
fuse holders (42). Remove the two
plain hexagonal nuts (39), lockr,vash-
ers (40), and flat washers (4I) that
hold fuse holders XF1 and XF2 to
the mounting plate; remove fuse
holders XF1 and XF2. Remove the
access plug button (48) and two
strain reliefs (44 qnd 45).

(9) Remove the machine screws (47 and
52), lockwashers (48 and 5B), and

)

I
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Figure 62. Base electrical csrnponents (TT-128A/FG), euplod,eil aieut.
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1
2
3
4
D

6
d
,

8
9

10
11
72
13
74
15
16
L7
18
19
20
2l
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35

Machine screw, 10055
Lockwasher, 10403
Flat washer, L0454
Bottom plate, 59681
Lockwasher, 10403
Machine screw, 10003
Lockwasher, t0429
Cable clamp, 20538
Machine screw, 10003
Lockwasher, L0429
Cable clamp, 20519
Machine screw, 10055
Lockwasher, 10403
Machine screw, 10055
Lockwasher, 10403
Signal cord.,57242A
Power cord, 596874
Ac power cable, 59718A
Distributor-transmitter cable, 59694A
Motor filter cable, 59719A
Machine screw, 10055
Lockwasher, 10403
Filter (FLz), 54581
Lockwasher, 10403
Machine screw, 10003
Lockwashet, 10429
Capacitor, 202L4
Machine screw, 10393
Lockwasher, 10403
Plain hexagonal nut
POWER switch (S3), 20115 (includes items

32, and 33)
Plain hexagonal nut
Lockwasher
Switch mounting plate, 59706
Plain hexagonal nut, 10516

36 Lockwasher, 10404
37 Centering washer, 10456
38 Resistor (R1), 5L628
39 Centering washer, 10456
40 Lockwasher, L04A4
4L Stud, 562204
42 Machine screw, 10003
43 Lockwasher, 10429
44 Bracket, 59783
45 Bracket, 59783
46 Machine screw, 10393
47 Lockrvasher,10403
48 Fuse cap
49 Fuse (F1 and F2) , 20455
50 Plain hexagonal nut
51 Lockwasher
52 Flat washer
53 Fuse holder (XF1 and XF2) , 20458 (includes

items 48, 50, 51, and. 52)
54 Access plug button, 59792
55 Strain relief, 20713
56 Strain relief, 20713
57 Mounting plate, 59683
58 Machine screw, 10006
59 Lockwasher, 10421
60 Flat washer, 10459
61 Terminal board (Tts2) ,2tr044
62 Terminal marker strip, 2L041
63 Machine screw, 10006
64 Lockwasher, 70421.

30, 65 Flat washer, 10459
66 Terminal board (TB3), 20368
67 Terminal marker strip, 20388
68 Drive screw, 10336
69 Narneplate, 59703
70 Rubber bumper, 1107i1

Figure 62-Continued

flat washers (49 and 54) that hold
the terminal boards (50 and 56) to
the base frame; remove the terminal
boards, jumper wire (55) and termi-
nal marker strips (51 and 57).

(10) Remove the four drivescrews (541

that hold the nameplate (59) to the
base frame; remove the nameplate.

(11) Remove the four rubber bumpers
(60).

b. Reassembly. Reassemble the base frame
electrical components as shown in figure 61 ;

the sequence for assembling the parts is the
reverse of the disassembly sequence.

104. Disossembly ond Reossembly o f
Bose Electricol Components (TT-
123A/FG)

(fig. 62 )

a. Disassembly.
( 1) Invert the distributor-transmitter

unit so that it rests on the tape trans-
mitter top cover and the top of the
motor dust cover.

TAGO 3780A

(2) Remove the four machine screws (1),
loclrvrashers (2), and flat washers (3)
that hold the bottom plate (4) to the
base frame; remove the bottom plate
and four lockwashers (5).

(3) Disconnect the electrical lea:ls from
all components to be removed from
the base frame; tag the leads.

(4) Remove the machine screws (0 and
9) and lockwashers (7 and 10) that
hold the cable clamps (8 and 11) to
the base frame. Remove the machine
screws (12 and 14) and lockwashers
(13 and 15) that hold the grounding
leads to the base frame. Remove the
cords and cables (L6, L7,18, 19, and
20) .

(5) Remove the four machine screws (21)
and lockwashers (22) that hold filter
F.L2 (23) to the base frame; remove
filter FLz.

(6) Remove the two machine screws (25'1

and lockwashers (26) that hold the
capacitor (27) to the base frame; re-
move the capacitor.

75



Figure 63. Motor dust coaer, base frame, and power shaft, c*ploded aiew.
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T4
15
16
77
t8
19
20
2L
22
23
24

Figure 63-Continued

(7',) Remove une two machine screws (2g)
and lockwashers (201 that hold the
switch mounting plate (Bay to the
base frame; remove the assembled
switch mounting plate. Remove theplain hexagonal nut (aOy that holds
POWER switch SB (gt) to the switch
mounting plate; remove POWER
switch S3, Iockwasher (BB), and the
plain hexagonal nut (82\.

and 66) to the base frame; removethe terminal boards and terminal
marker strips (62 and 6T..(11) Remove the four drive screws (OS1
that hold the nameplate (601 to'thebase rame; remove the nameplate.
Remove the four rubber nut-p"",
(707 '

b- Reassembry- Reassembre the base frameelectrical components as indicated in figure 62;the sequence for assembling the parts is thereverse of the disassembly sequence.

| 05. Disossemb_ly ond Reossembly o fMotor Dust Cover, Bor" Tioln",and Power Shoft
(fig. 63 )

a. Disassembly.
(1) Remove the base electrical compo_

nents as described in paragraph fOga,
or 704a.

(2) Remove the motor as described inparagraph g9o.
(3) Remove the tape transmitter as de-

scribed in paragraph 9Ba.(4) Remove the cotte, pirr, (2 and,4) that
hold the alternate worm gear (B) and
motor-d iven g:ear (b) to the studs onthe inside of the motor dust cover;
remove the alternate worm gear and
motor_driven gear.

(5) Remove the three g.rommets (6) fromthe motor dust cover (S or b)'. i;_
move the rubber bumper (T).(6) Remove the four machine screws (10)
and lockwashers (1f 1 that hold'th;
bearing block (I2) to the base f"ume .

remove the bearing block and f;;;flat washers (fay. Remove the 
"r_sembled power shaft.

(8) Remove the plain hexagonal nut (Bb)
and lockwasher (86) that hold the
stud (4t7 to the brackets (44 and45); remove the stud from the brack_

(9) Remove the four machine screws(46) and lockwashers (+21 that hold
the mounting plate ,5f1 to the baseframe; remove the assembled mount_
ing plate. Remove the fuse caps (4g)
and fuses F1 and F2 (4g) from the
fuse holders. Remove the two plain
hexagonal nuts (b01, Iockwashers(5t;, and plain washers (82) that,
hold fuse holders XFI and XF2 (SS1
to the mounting plate; remove fuse
holders XFl and XFZ. Remove the
access plug button (S+,1 and strainreliefs (bb and b6).

(10) Remove the machine screws (bg and
GB), lockwashers (bg and Oa). andflat washers (60 and 6b) that'hold
terminal boards TB2 and fgg iOf

TAGO 3?8OA
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(7) Remove the machine screw (14) and
lockwasher (1b) that hold the motor-
driven gear (16) to the power shaft
(23) ; remove the motor-driven gear.

(8) Remove the five gear keys (12), ball
bearing (1a1, and flat washer (19)
from the power shaft (29).

(9) Remove the two setscrews (20) that
hold the tape transmitter driving gear
(2L) to the power shaft; remove the
driving gear (ZI) and ball bearing
(221.

b. Reassembly.
(1) Reassemble the motor dust covers,

base frame, and power shaft as shown
in flgure 63; the sequence for assem-
bling the parts is the reverse of the
disassembly sequence.

(2) Replace the tape transmitter as de-
scribed in paragraph g3b.

(3) Replace the motor as described in
paragraph 89b.

(4) Replace the base electrical compo-
nents as described in paragraph 10Bb
or 104b.

Section Y. SPRING DATA

| 05. Generol
a. This section contains data on the coil

springs used in the distributor-transmitter.
This information is useful when inspecting or
overhauling the equipment to determine which
springs must be replaced. It is also useful as
a check list when reassembling, adjusting, or
troubleshooting, and as a means of identifying
springs.

b. The charts in paragraphs 102 through 110
give the dimensional and strength characteris-
tics required for each spring used in the unit.
Each type of spring is illustrated in flgures 64
through 66. The free length is measured be-
tween the inside surfaces of the end hooks. If
a spring fails to pass its strength test, it should
be replaced.

lO7. Crossed-End Spring Doto
(A, fig. 64)

A. cnosseo - END spRtNG

B. panllurl - ENo spRtNG

rM2277-64
Figure 64. Cross-end and parallel-end springs.

.@

Name

B
Extended

length
(in.)

Required tension,
extenied length

(ozl

c
Wire thickness

(in. )

D
No. of

col s

E
Diameter

(oD)
(in.)

Ref.
No.

53149
53151
53r52
53153
53L54

53155

Stop-start lever detent
Tape feed lever
Code sensing lever
Tape feed claw
Tape feed retracting

lever.
Clutch magnet arma-

ture.

25/sz

77Aa

33/c+

r/z

75/zz

7/a

7/e

a'/sE

2r/sz

V+

19 tn 2l
34 to 38
11 to 13
2V+ to 3l+
11 to 13

4 to 6

.020 -r.0003

.024 +.0005

.012 -+.0003

.0I2 -f.0003

.014 -+.0003

.0I2 -+- .0003

27
15L/+

29
23

12

.156
.187
.085
.t25
.156

.t25

78

32Y+
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| 08. Porollel-End Spring Doto
(8, fig. 64)

B
Extended

length
(in.)

| 09. Compression Spring Doto
(fig. 65)

R€f.
No.

54934
57203

c
thickneis

(in.)

E
Diameter

(oD)
(tn.)

.6875 ID

.086 0D

Fig.
No.

664
668
66C

Ref.
No.

B
Extended

length
(in.)

53156 lTape-out lever
56324 | Tape cover

Governor adjustment
lever.

Contact bail

Friction clutch
Tape cover latch

Figure 65.

| | 0. Speciol Spring Doto



'r7=== )

Figure 66. Speeinl springs.

Section Vl. FINAL TESTING

| | l. Generol
The distributor-transmitter must be tested

thoroughly after repair to insure that it meets
all performance requirements. Final testing
consists of a voltage breakdown test and check
of the quality of the transmitted signals.

ll2. Voltoge Breokdown Test
a. Remove the tape transmitter from the

base frame as described in paragraph 93a.
Remove the tape transmitter covers as de-
scribed in paragraph 94a.

80

b. Connect a ground lead from Ohmmeter
ZM-ZI/U to the frame of the distributor-trans-
mitter. Install the line lead to each of the
following points, in turn, and operate the ohm-
meter as directed in TM 11-2050A. Check for
flashover.

Note. Electrical components and their terminals
are coded with the reference number of the component
listed first, followed by a dash and the number or
symbol of the terminal. For example, P2-1 indicates

Flug P2, terminal 1, and KL-Z indicates relay Kl,
terminal 2.

TAGO 3780A
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TT-r22A/FG TT_123AlFG

Pl-tip
P1-sleeve
P?-L
P2-2
Kr-z
TB1_3

P1-tip
P1-sleeve
P2-t
P2-2
TB1_3

c. Replace the tape transmitter covers as
described in paragraph g4b. Install the tape
transmitter on the base frame as described in
paragraph 93b.

| | 3. Sending Test Setup
a. Make the necessary ground and power

connections as described in paragraph LZ.
b. Check the motor speed adjustment (Tf-

123AIFG) as described in paragraph I4a.
c. Check and, if necessary, adjust and lubri-

cate the friction clutch as described in para-
graph 57.

d. Connect and check the signal line circuit
as described in paragraphs lG and 12.

e. Move the stop-start lever to the FEED
RETRACT position.

TAGO 3?8OA

| | 4. Sending Tests
a. The distributor-transmitter may be tested

by either of two methods. The first method (b
below) requires the use of Distortion Test Set
TS-383* /GG. The second method (par. 19)
requires the use of a teletypewriter receiving
unit known to be in .good operating condition.

b. When Test Set TS-B8B*/GG is available,
proceed as follows:

(1) Connect the signal. Iine cord of the
distributor-transmitter to a line ter_
minating device and connect the stro-
boscope cord of the TS-B8B*/GG to
the same equipment.

(2) Plug the ac input plug of the distor-
tion test set into a 115-volt ac source.

(3) Set the controls of the TS-B8B* /GG
to measure the distortion of trans_
mitted signals as described in TM 11_
22t7.

(4) Start the distributor-transmitter (pan
19) and test the quality of transmitted
signals as described in TM LL_ZZLT.



CHAPTER 6

SHIPMENT AND LIMITED STORAGE AND

DEMOLITION TO PREVENT ENEMY USE

section l. SHIPMENT AND LTMITED STORAGE

| 15. Removol from Service

Prepare the distributor-transmitter for stor-
age as follows:

a. Disconnect the ac power cord from the
power source.

b. Remove the signal cord plug from the line
terminating device.

c. Remove the mounting screws which fasten
the distributor-transmitter to the table or shelf.

Section ll. DEMOLITION

ll7. Authority for Demolition
To prevent the equipment being used or sal-

vaged by the enemy, it will be completely de_
molished, but only on the explicit order of the
commander. The demolition procedures out_
Iined in paragraph 118 are to be followed care-
fully.

I 18. Methods of Destruction
a. Smash. Smash the distributor-trans-

mitter, base components, motor, and all other

| | 6. Repocking for Shipment ond Lim-
ited Storoge

a. If the original packing materials are on
hand, use them and reverse the unpacking se-
quence given in paragraph 9. General repack-
ing information is usually available at depots.

b. The prime requirement is to pack the
equipment to prevent damage during transit or
limited storage. Package the equiprhent se_
curely and use sufficient wadding to lessen the
effects of severe jolting.

TO PREVENT ENEMY USE

parts; use sledges, pickaxes, or any suitable
heavy tool available.

b. Cut. Cut all cords and wiring; use hand-
ax or other suitable tool.

c. Burn. Burn the technical manuals, cords,
and wiring; use gasoline, kerosene, oil, flame
thrower, or an incendiary grenade.

d. Dispose. Bury or scatter the destroyed
parts in slit trenches, foxholes, or throw them
into strea.ms.

TAGO 3?8OA
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INDEX

Paragraphs

Ac circuits -----. _---- 76
Adjustments:

Armature eccentric stud, clutch
magnet

Backlash, distributor-transmitter
driving gear and driven gear __--__

Block, tape cover _______

Clearance:
Code sensing lever and selector

lever
Tape cover

Clutch magnet armature eccentric
stud

Clutch magnet laminated cores __-__

Code sensing lever and selector
lever clearance

Comb, selector lever
Contact bail end play, transmitter
Contacts, stop pulse and ___-___ _

Cover, tape. (See Tape cover;)
Cover, top. (See Top cover.)
Distributor-transmitter driving

gear and driven gear ___-____ 4l
Drive gearset 40
Driving gear and driven gear

backlash 42
Eccentric stud, clutch magnet

46

42
53

54
52

46
47

54
45
43

48

armature
End play:

Selector lever --___

Transmitter contact bail ________-

Friction clutch
Gearset, drive
Laminated cores, clutch magnet ______

Preliminary, top cover
Selector lever and code sensing

lever clearance
Selector lever comb
Selector lever end play
Spring, tape-out lever
Stop pulse and contacts ___________

Switch bail lever, upper
Tape cover:

Block
Clearance
Tape guide

Tape guide, tape cover _____-_________-____

Tape-out lever spring
Top cover
Top eover preliminary ___-________

Transmitter contact bail end play

46

44
43
57
40
47
51

54
45
44
49
48
56

53

52

50

50

t9
55

51

43

56Upper switch bail lever ____-
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31

32
28
28
29

27
27
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28
33
27
29
31
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28
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30
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Alinement, distributor-transmitter
driving gear and driven gear _-__________-_

Assembly, lubrication, and operational
test

Authority for demolition _______

27
31 Backlash adjustment, distributor-

transmitter driving gear and driven
g:ear

Base electrical components, disassembly
and reassembly:

TT_L22A/FG
29 TT-123A/FG
29 Base frame, disassembly and reassembly

Block adjustment, tape cover

4L

83
1L7

42

103
104
105

53

60

61
LLz

99
4

87
10

23
t7

74-76
77
81

54
52

46
15

47

101

54

97
59
7L
45

6

5
109

27

51
82

27
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'to

77
31
34

36
80

66

3

52
6

13
10

44
47
51

32

31

29
10

29

70

32

63

34
4t
28

4
4

79

83

Block diagram, application _____-_______

Block diagram of distributor-trans-
mitters ----------_-_-___

Breakdown test, voltage

Camshaft, disassembly and reassembly
Characteristics, technical
Chart, troubleshooting
Checking unpacked equipment
Checklist, operator first echeion

maintenance
Circuit connections, signal
Circuit descriptions:

Ac circuits -------_-
Dc send circuit

Cleaning procedure
Clearance adjustment:

Code sensing lever and selector
lever

Tape cover
Clutch, friction. (See Friction clutch.)
Clutch magnet armature eccentric stud

adjustment _____

Clutch magnet control __:.______________

Clutch magnet laminated cores adjust-
ment

Clutch magnet L1, disassembly and re-
assembly

81 Code ."".i"g 
-i"""" 

""J ."r".t"" b*;
81 clearance adjustment

81 Code sensing levers, disassembly and

2A 
, Components, table

33 Corirpression spring data -_____
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Connections:
Ground and power ______

Signal circuit
Contact bail end play adjustment,

transmitter _________

Contacts adjustment, stop pulse and ____

Contacts, transmitter, disassembly and
reassembly

Control, clutch magnet
Control lever mechanism ________

Control mechanism
Controls
Covers, distributor-transmitter, disas_

sembly and reassembly
Crossed-end spring data

Data, description
Data, spring:

Crossed-end
Extension
Parallel-end
Special

Dc send circuit
Demolition, authority __________

Descript:on and data _______

Description of Distributor-Transmitter,
Teletypewriter TT-LZZA/FC and TT_
L23A/FG

Destruction, methods _____________

Detailed lubrication instructions ____________

Diagram, block
Differences in models _ _______
Disassembly and reassembly:

Base electrical components:
TT_LzzA/FG
TT-123AlFG

Base frame
Camshaft
Clutch magnet L1 ___________

Code sensing levers
Contacts, transmitter ______________ _

Covers, distributor-transmitter ______

Distributor-transmitter :

Covers
Frame ____:____-_______________

Electrical components, base:
TT_LzzA/FC
TT_123AlFG

Filter FL1
Frame, distributor-transmitter ___._-

Governor, motor
Motor:

Series-governed (TT-LZ}A/
FG)

Synchronous (TT-122A/FG)
Motor dust cover
Motor governor
Operating levers
Power shaft
Selector levers ___

adjustment

Eccentric stud

sembly and reassembly
Friction clutch:

L2
L7

43
48

100
15

66-68
69
18

94
107

3

L07
109
108
110
77

LL?
3

103
L04
105
99

101
97

100
94

94
L02

103

I04
101

L02
92

91

90
105'
92

96

105

98

7L
75
77
67
70
63
67
60

60
70

7L

75

70

70

59

57

54

77

59

62

77

66

8
10

28
29

67
10

39
40
10

60
78

3

78
79
79
79
47
82

3

74
118 82
34 22

601 61 34,36
8b

Inspection
Inspection,

84

procedure
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ment :---------------
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4L
40
33

27

92
63
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80
36

57
54
61
70
67
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26
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4
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27
70
60
27

27

Electrical troubles, Iocalizing
End play adjustment:

Selector lever
Transmitter contact bail _________

Feed mechanism, tape ________

Filter FL1, disassembly and feassembly
Final testing
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operator
Five-unit code, standard start-stop ________

Forms and records _-__________

Frame, distributor-transmitter, disas-

Adjustment
Prelimina." 

"i..f. ------- ---__-_ __

Theory

Gear alinement, distributor-transmitter
driving and driven __-__________

Gearset adjustment, drive
General lubrication instructions
General preventive maintenance

Governor (TT-128A/FG) :
Disassembly and reassembly
Theory

Ground and power connections _-_________-____

7L
75
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28
28

42
70
80
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34
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Instructions,
Introduction

general lubrication

Laminated cores adjustment, clutch
magnet

Limited storage, shipment
Line connections, signal
Line-up, eircuit
Localizing troubles:

Electrieal
Mechanical _-

Local test --------
Lubricants, recommended
Lubrication:

Assembly and operational test ___.__._

Detailed instructions
General instructions ___-________

Preparation
Recommended schedule

Maintenance:
Checklist, operator first echelorr - --
Materials and test equipment

(fleld)
Materials and tools required

(second echelon)
Materials required, operator

Scope of operator
Second echelon
Technician's
Techniques, gene.ral preventive ______

Troubleshooting at organizational
level

Materials required:
Operator maintenance - ___.__-___

Second echelon maintenance ___-

Mechanical theory
Mechanical troubles, localizing _- ___ ______

Methods of destruction
Models, differences
Motor:

Dust cover', disassembly and reas-
sembly

Governor disassembly and reassem-
blv

Removal and r.eplacement
Series-governed, disassembly and

reassembly
Synchronous, disassembly and reas-

Names. common

Operating levers, disassembly and
assembly

Operating procedures ----------------- --

Operational test, lubrication, and as-
sembly
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storage
25 Replacement. (See Removal antl re-

placement.)

Operator first echelon maintenance
checklist

Operator maintenance:
Materials required
Scope

Operator's maintenance ------
Organizational maintenance _-.----_---

Organlzational maintenance level,
bleshooting

Parallel-end spring data --------
Power connections, ground and _---__________

Power distribution
Power shaft, disassembly and leassen-

blv
Pleliminary adjustment, top cover -- ,---

Preparation for iubrication - - -

Prerepair procedures ----------
Preventive maintenance techniques,

general
Procedures, operating

Reassembly. (See Disassembly and
assembly.)

Receipt of equipment, service -

Recommended lubricants -------,
Recommended lublication schedule
Records, folms
Removal and replacement:

Distributor-transmitter
Motor

Repacking for shipment and lirnited

Rustproofing and painting -

Schedule. recommended lubrication
Scope:

Operator maintenance
Second echelon maintenance ------------

Sectionalizing trouble ---------- -- -

Selector lever and code sensing lever
clearance adjustment ------ --- -

Selector level comb adjustrnent - ------------
Selector lever end play adjustment --- -- -
Selector levers, disassembly and reas-

sembly
Sending test setup -- --
Sensing levers, code. (See Code sensing

levers. )
Sensirrg mechanism, tape-out. (See

Tape-out sensing rnechanism.)
Series-governed motor (TT-12llAlFG),

disassembly and reassembly - -

Service on receipt of equipment
Shipment and limited stolage:

Disassembly
Repacking

Signaling code -- ----.

Signal line connections -----
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Special spring data
Spring adjustment,
Spring data:

Crossed-end
Extension
Parallel-end
Special ------- -----------

Standard start-stop, five-unit code --------
Starting and testing procedures ------------
Stopping procedure
Stop pulse and contacts adjustment ------

Switch bail lever adjustment, upper ------
Synchronous motor (TT-7224/FG),

disassembly and leassembly -- -------------

Table of components -,,---.-
Tape cover':

Block adjustment - -

Clearance adjustrnent
Tape guide adjustment - - -

Tape feed mechanism
Tape guide adjustment, tape cover and
Tape-out lever spring adjustment - -------
Tape-out sensing mechanism, disassem-

bly and- reassembly
Tape sensing mechanism
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Technician's maintenance -------

Terrninal board TB1, disassembly and
reassembly
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Voltage bleakdown ----,-

Test equipment and maintenance ma-
terials (field maintenance) -- -----
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78 Testing, final
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79 chanical
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11 quired (second echelon)
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29 Top cover adjustment ----------- --
33 Top cover preliminary adjustment -----

' Transmitter contact bail end play ad.
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Distribution:

Actiae ArmA:
ASA
CNGB
Technical Stf, DA
Technical Stf Bd
USA Arty Bd
USA Armor Bd
USA Inf Bd
USA Air Def Bd
USA Abn & Elct Bd
USA Avn Bd
USA Armor Bd Test Sec
USA Air Def Bd Test Sec
USA Arctic Test Bd
USCONARC
US ARADCOM
OS Maj Comd
MDW
Armies
Corps
Div 

.

USATC
Ft & Camp
Svc Colleges
Br Svc Sch
Gen Depots
Sig Sec, Gen Depots
Sig Depots
Fld Comd, AFSWP
Engr Maint Cen
Armi Pictorial Cen

Units-same as Active
USAR: None.

For explanation of abbreviations used, see AR g20_b0.
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lAc 413.48 (B Jan. 58) l
BY ONNTR OF THE SECRETARIES OF THE ANUY AND THE ATN FONCT:

MAXWELL D. TAYLOR,
General, United, 'states 

AriU,
Chief of Staff.

THOMAS D.
Chief of Staff, United,

WHITE,
States Air Force.

WRAMC
AFIP
AMS
Port of Emb (OS)
Trans Terminal Comd
Army Terminals
OS Sup Agc
USA Sig pub Agcy
USA Sig Comm Engr Agcy
USA Comm Agcy
TASSA

!!a sie Eqp spt Agcy
USA White Sands Sig-Agcy
Yuma Test Sta
USA Elect pG
Sig Fld Maint Shops
Sig Lab
Mil Dist
JBUSMC
Units org under fol TOE:

77_7
11_16
tL_57
1t-L27
11-128
11-500 (AA_AE)
11--557
11-587
77-592
77-597
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